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Steers Insurance celebrates the local
arts & entertainment scene and its budding artists.

steersinsurance.com

Avalon
Homeopathy
Enhancing &
Maintaining Health
Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath
DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

• Only fully accredited Classical
Homeopath in St. John’s
• Can be used as a compliment
to conventional treatments
• Truly holistic and individual
approach for patients of all ages
• Treating disease at the source
for permanent and complete results
• Works in harmony with
your immune system
• All natural remedies, no chemicals
or side-effects

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)
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Entrepreneurs

When I started this paper,

guess the real question is, Where do you get

gained more than ten pounds since starting

I assumed all the challenges

off putting your papers on those blue racks?

The Overcast. Check me out, ladies.

I type this laughing, you should know.
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would be logistical and financial

Local Perspectives

– how to pay staff and writers,
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how to deliver 15,000 papers

For the record, we’re a friendly lot here at

getting in the way of building our website (still

to 200 places in one day, how

The Overcast, so, sure, use the bottom of our

a work in progress!). The whole rush to getting

racks. Just, please, don’t harp on us us for

off the ground was punctuated by one, exact,

“hogging” the top of our own stands, or I’ll

vivid moment of me ringing a bell. It was see-

associated with the paper when

start coming to your house to watch cable

your-breath cold outside, and I was standing

all our time and effort needs to

– something I’ve chosen not to buy – and I’ll

there with two big-hearted local musicians,

focus on our print issues.

whine about how you’re taking up too much

Bryan Power and Steve Maloney, who were

room on your own couch. Same difference.

kind enough to lend a hand with deliveries.
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to find time to run a website

But those kinds of obvious questions worked

distribution. “Do I press this bell, I wonder?” I

up a Copy of The Scope. Now I associate them

asked Bryan as if he’d been there before and

with hostility from perfect strangers. Some store

knew all about the place. I tend to ask Bryan

managers simply throw the racks in the garbage,

lots of things he has no way of knowing, and

taking up all the space on those blue racks

for instance, “because it was empty.” They’re

his wisdom is seldom wrong, so when he

The Scope used to use? We’ve been around

always surprised to hear those blue stands cost

nodded, I rang the bell. The warehouse guys

longer than you, and, feel this entitles us to

as much as $175 a pop. I certainly was.

came and they were great, and so too were all

when running a paper:

ART DIRECTOR
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Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice,
and The Overcast aims to be this voice, from
coverage on local artists and entrepreneurs,
to our growing food, retail, and academic
culture. In addition to the eleven sections of
our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh
and exclusive content on weekdays.

theovercast.ca

There’s a bell outside the loading door at our
simply associated them with The Place to Pick
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like an unfortunate social obligation that was

printer: another new thing I’ve learned about

realistic portrait of the things you run into

Issue 2

This winter’s been a blur, even Christmas felt

Those blue racks, my God, for seven years I

themselves out just fine. Here’s a more

Miscellany
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No hard feelings.”

“Dear The Overcast, where do you get off

the people at all the places we dropped these

those stands The Scope left behind.”
But the main thing I’ve learned this month is

papers. The three of us delivered 12,000 copies

“Dear X. I’m glad you’ve asked about those

that yes, St. John’s really does need a paper

last month, and they were swallowed up in a

blue racks, as I’ve certainly noticed you feel

like this. Every morning, my email is more full

entitled to them. I guess the primary reason I

of news and requests than the ocean is full

have been using these racks is because I own

of water, and the people we’re writing stories

them. I paid The Scope thousands of dollars

about are so inspiring, talented, and fabulous

for those stands, hence the metal plaques I

that telling their stories, and promoting their

have affixed to them that read The Overcast.

product, can give a paper like this the sense of

I promise you that acquiring these racks

purpose it needs to endure the mental trauma

was not an act of aggression towards your

of newspaper distribution, as well as those

paper, but rather, a means of distributing the

long stretches of twelve-hour days in the week

papers I print. I am new to this game, I admit,

before a print issue goes to print. Another

but buying nice racks that fit our newspaper

new thing I’ve learned: there are so few places

seemed like a basic step 1 of distributing a

around town selling healthy food after ten pm,

newspaper. Not to turn any tables here, but I

on the nights I work through supper, that I’ve

week. Thanks for the uptake! We’ll print 15,000
from now on. God knows there’s not enough
ink in my life already: my car perpetually smells
like newsprint now, and I’ve grown to love the
musk. And my house? It house looks like the
police have been here, dusting for fingerprints.
But feeling like you’re living in a crime scene is a
small price to pay for a dreamjob like this one.

CHAD PELLEY
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MIC TO MIC

P H O TO B Y E M I LY E VA N S

Nick Ryan on
His New Folk
Album of Duets
with Naomi Kavka

What drew you to doing an

opinion if you go into the studio and record

album of duets?

each track forty times it can lose some of

I’ve had friends getting married and having

the roots of the genre. That works for some

babies, or simply growing up. Most of these

people, but it wasn’t a route I was interested in.

changes have been about some form of a
partnership, so I thought duets would be an

Tell us a little something about

appropriate device to convey new beginnings.

some of the songs on the album.
“The Morning” comes from a brilliant folk

You play in a band, The Elizabeatans.

singer Michael Dalton who has a beautiful

Why the urge to have this solo folk

song called “High Hopes.” It begins with

outlet as well?

the lyric “You were born in the morning.”

I think every song starts as a “folk song,”

It’s the prettiest line I’ve ever heard, it has

somebody writing in their room playing

kept with me for years. I was lucky enough

Nick Ryan’s new effort,

on a guitar. Some songs I think need to go

that he let me write my own song based

How did you and Naomi meet,

further, others don’t. In my opinion, genre is

upon that single phrase. My song is about

Prose and Cons, is big on pros

and come to work together?

predominately developed after the chords and

the happiness I imagine you must feel to be

I heard her at a show once before and couldn’t

melody are established. So I don’t necessarily

a parent, and the rebirth you receive upon

believe her set. Shortly after, I asked if she

look at it like a folk album, more like these are

having a baby. All the best things you’ve

would make the album with me.

as far as they needed to be produced.

learned you can try and instill in this little

whistled — his graceful, fluid guitar is the

Why work with Naomi,

It must be hard to let this spare folk

album’s only instrumentation. The acoustic

in particular, on this album?

sound stand on its own, without other

work is spare, delicate, and complemented

I think she has the most beautiful voice that

instruments, when you’re used to

Can we count on a few shows here

by the gorgeous voice of Naomi Kavka. Prose

I’ve heard in the city. I attended lots of events,

playing in a full band?

and there, from you and Naomi?

and Cons is an album of duets, and their

looking for the right sound, and as soon as I

I like the idea of keeping the recording method

I’d actually love to! I’ve heard Mallard Cottage

voices match as well as any local duo. This is

heard her I knew I could make

stylistically similar to its genre. The album is

is a beautiful place to play, so perhaps

one of the best local albums of 2014 so far.

Prose and Cons.

mostly one take, maybe two for a track. In my

somewhere like that in the future.

Tova Krentzman
as the Ultimate
RPM Story

season.” So she went to New Brunswick, to

of my time here, in the

see a friend of hers. “Then I bought a car, drove

sense that the songs all

to Halifax, Cape Breton, and then there it was,

require collaborations

step of the way.”

I saw the ferry and thought, Maybe I should

with the many excellent

And that’s the other

get on that ferry, drove up to it, asked about its

folks I have met here. So

schedule, got on, ended up in St. John’s, couch-

thing about the RPM:

it will be great to have

surfing at Chad Griffith’s.”

nothing teaches you

them recorded on this

how to write a song,

album, as it will be a

record a song, mix a

representation of my

song, and appreciate a

and has no cons.

creature, in hopes that they simply

Genuine to its genre — even the solos are

Wandering woman Tova
Krentzman has a hard time
staying still in a single city
too long, yet something about
St.John’s held her here for

NICK-RYAN
.BANDCAMP
.COM

As she plotted her departure in late 2013, she
kept hearing about the RPM Challenge, and
what an all-consuming buzz it is among music
lovers in St. John’s. Recording an album is
something she’d been wanting to do, and the

another cold and windy winter.

RPM Challenge seemed the perfect way to

That something was the

hunker down and do it. So, she did. She stuck

RPM Challenge.
Tova recently came to St. John’s on a whim.
She was in New Hampshire, for a friend’s
birthday, when it occurred to her she’d never
seen the Atlantic provinces. “I was looking for
somewhere to stop for a month or so, to catch
up on sleep, music, culture, after a long work

around just to do it. “I would’ve likely gone on
a trip somewhere warm, but making an album
seemed more monumental than any trip.”

time here.” Her goal was to record a broad
range of music as well. “Almost every song is a
different genre. With so many different people
involved, I have no idea how it will end up.”
And that’s the purpose of the RPM, to some
degree. It gives the dark, dreary, awkwardly
short month of February some meaning
and purpose. People can make memories,

become a better you.

is all completely
new, learning every

song, quite like doing
those things in the concentrated manner the
RPM Challenge forces you to operate in.
Given the mad rush of the RPM, Tova still
hadn’t named the project at the time of this
interview. “Crab Apple Collective, maybe? We
hope to upload it to Bandcamp or somewhere

collaborating with friends, or produce

it can be heard for sure.” Traveling lass she is,

something they’ll always have – an album!

she’ll probably be long gone before you hear

– that wouldn’t have existed otherwise.

her album. “I think I’ll still try to get a couple

and plenty more. “In some ways,” she says,

“There may be some recorded conversations

of weeks somewhere warm before heading

“recording this album is almost an overview

spliced in there as well, not sure yet. This

to do some work up in the Yukon.”

She had a fine body of musicians behind her
too: collaborating friends included Marelle
Reid, Max Marshall, Darren “Boobie” Browne,

PHOTO BY MARELLE REID
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DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

Newfoundland icons like Jager

can never predict what an album will

and Jockey, Jack and Jam Jams.”

bring, but you can count on the fact that it

P H O TO B Y T H O M C O O M B E S

will be mind-blowing. Past projects have
This year, Richard Seypka of Temples (a band

blended rock, metal, and electronic with

that also started as an RPM project a couple

raw experimentation and superb technical

years ago, and quickly created a buzz about

expertise. Jack E Tar’s new album is self

town) worked with Donny Coady under the

described as, “Rather noisy. A bit rough on the

name Eras. At the time of this interview, Rich

ears perhaps. I’m feeling no conceptual angle

and Donny’s differing musical backgrounds

thus far, just songs, rather noisy songs.”

were proving to be their biggest strength and

Midway RPM
Check-ins

and debuted her own songs on the lo-fi gem
Broken Tongues. Her new RPM album will be
her fourth under the name Scrambled Meggz.
“This year is sounding a little louder than

Mid-way through February,
I checked in with some die-hard

previous years,” she said, “I’ve incorporated
some drums which I’ve never done before. A
few of the songs also feature an electric organ

RPMers to see how they were

that my Mom bought for me at a yard sale this

progressing with this year’s

summer for four bucks. Best gift ever, thanks

challenge.
Patrick Canning was working on his third
album under the moniker Sad Tax. Due to
his hectic day job, Pat had been forced to
do most his recording late at night while his
girlfriend was asleep. “It’s sounding like a
mixed bag so far, a lot more up tempo, but
definitely not more upbeat,” he said, “Barely
anything is fully formed yet. It sounds like a
bunch of scrap currently.” Pat’s past projects
have always had a bit of a dark feel to them,
and this year promises to be no exception.
“It’s about as dark as I can possibly make it

their biggest challenge. “Donny’s more of a

Now that February is at an end, we’ve

classic rock guy. He likes it straight down the

come to the best part of the RPM Challenge,

line and packed with sweet hooks, whereas

enjoying the fruits of our collective labour.

I’m more of an alt-indie guy, who prefers his

Post those records online, pass them around,

music to be left of centre. It’s been interesting.

drop some off at Fred’s Records, release

The best moments come when we both get

them into the wild

what we want, on any level, from a melody

for others to enjoy

to a harmony. The biggest challenge so far

and be inspired by.

is finding the middle ground where we can

Congratulations

both feel somewhat in our respective comfort

on completing the

zones, while still exploring new territory.”

challenge. See you

When it comes to the elusive Jack E Tar,

at the listening

an anonymous RPMer from Kilbride, one

party.

Mom.” Although she had no album title yet, she
had an album cover in mind. “I’ve actually had
the album artwork idea for a while. It’s a silly
photo of me with a drum for a head.”
Will Gough has been involved in a couple of
RPM projects over the years, from his solo
efforts as Mythical Man Month and Ego,
to a collaboration with his son Ethan, who
holds the record for the youngest local RPM
contributor (Ethan submitted his first album
at age two). This year Will has started a band
called Iron Descendants, that he describes as
“a cross between traditional Newfoundland

LAWNYA VAWNYA
& MIGHTYPOP
PRESENT
THE 4TH ANNUAL

Fake Prom

Disco
Inferno

without it being totally ridiculous, although

music and metal.” Iron Descendants are not

sometimes it gets totally ridiculous.” Pat also

recording in a traditional band fashion. “When

had plans to hold true to his ritual regarding

we can’t be in the same space, we use Google

the album title. “Every year, I come up with

Hangouts to send messages and connect

an album title that fits the RPM acronym

via webcam. We trade files through Dropbox

(See 2009’s Rabid Peripheral Mermaid, to

and Google Drive. It’s working well so far.

2013’s Rare Platinum Minnow). I don’t see any

When we do get together, Alex has his laptop

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT MODEL CITIZENS

reason to change the tradition this year.”

hooked up to his big TV, so even the quietest

The
The
Wobbly Pops & Texmestics Jill Wilcott

waveforms are six inches tall. I’m secretly
In 2010, Meghan Harnum stepped outside

envious.” When asked about album art Will

her role as drummer for The Mudflowers

replies “It will likely combine metal and

$15 19+
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Talkin’ Charlie’s Boogie
with Recent ECMA
Nominees Duane Andrews
& Craig Young

Most albums these days

Young has said he’s learned new ways to

this, so that set us on course to

sound great because technology

approach an acoustic guitar, because of

do a full album together.”

has come so far.
A great song, nowadays, can have little to do
with great musicianship, because the right
recording engineer can make even a bad
musician shine. What stands out on Duane
and Craig’s new album is not the sleek
production value, or catchy hooks in the
most sellable single: it’s the musicianship,
the raw talent of these two musicians, and
the rare chemistry that exists between them.
Duane Andrews is an extraordinary guitarist,
certainly the best in Newfoundland, famed
for his devotion to the style of jazz legend
Django Reinhardt, and as CBC’s Performance
Hour has stated, “Craig Young is one of the
best country pickers you’ll hear anywhere.”
Andrews has won several music awards
(including ECMAs in previous years) and the
USA Songwriting Competition, and Craig
Young has, not once but four times won the
Canadian Country Music Association All-Star
Band Award, in the guitarist category. Young
spent a decade or so based out of Nashville.
They’re masters of their instruments,
perhaps
an unlikely
duo, and

EdGE
Island

Festival of Choirs & Composers

Like a sunrise on the horizon
ushering in a new day, the
Edge Island Festival of Choirs &
Composers brings cutting edge
new music to the eastern edge of
North America!

working within Duane’s Django-influence
manner of picking. “The goal,” Young has

In joking with Duane that it must be nice for

said, “is to take the way I play, and put that

him to have met a musician that can hold up

into the way Duane plays, and make that

their end of a collaboration, Andrews says,

be something.”

“The whole thing has been and continues to
be quite inspiring. I’ve played a lot of guitar

Settling on the tracklist wasn’t too difficult.

in my life, but by playing with Craig, I feel I’ve

“We would just suggest tunes as they came

discovered a whole new dimension of the

to us,” Duane says, “and often there’d be

instrument. It was great to learn about guitar

something in one tune that would spark

players like Doc Watson and Tony Rice and

an idea for another, so we ended up with a

the father of bluegrass Bill Monroe, as I was

pretty long list.” They whittled the list down

familiar with them but had never actually

by recording some demos. “The ones that

played that kind of music before. We’re still

excited us the most floated to the top. We did

exploring new ground and definitely keep

know that we wanted the music to represent

each other on our toes.”

the styles that had the biggest influence on
us as guitarists which is jazz, bluegrass, and

The two had a release tour, back in the fall.

traditional music from this province.”

“It was great to get out and play that music
for an audience and we had some quite

The duo first met, predictably, at The Ship.

flattering reviews. Being out on tour really

“Craig popped down to a show I was doing.

tightens up your playing, and the last show

That was just after he moved back to the

for that tour was back in St. John’s at The

island from Nashville, but we actually kind

Ship, which was a highlight for sure as we

of knew each other from years ago, as my

were in our best shape musically, playing for

brother and Craig’s sister were good friends

the home town audience.”

back in their university days.” During that
show, Duane played Django’s version of

At the time of their ECMA nomination,

“Tiger Rag,” but Craig knew that tune from

Andrews and Young were getting set to head

country and bluegrass pickers like Chet

down to Kansas, for a music conference

Atkins and Albert Lee. “After he heard me

called Folk Alliance International. “It’s a place

both those

playing that tune he got the idea to

where musicians can gather to connect their

facts make

record a duo version of it for a solo album

music with other people in the folk music

the album

he was working on at the time, called Black

industry. I’ve been to the conference a few

the dazzling

Diamond Strings. That first day in the studio

times before, and it’s a great way to get your

listen it is.

we both quickly realized we wanted more of

music farther down the road.”

Gala Concert

Sat. March 22, 2014 ꗺ 8pm
Cochrane Street United Church
$24/$20 (student/senior)
+ box office surcharge
579-4424 | holyhearttheatre.com
Pub Night

Hosted by Fergus O’Byrne
Wed. March 19, 2014 ꗺ 8-10pm
The Crow’s Nest

&

Much more !

ꗺ Soundscapes
ꗺ Pop-up Performances
ꗺ Workshops with local students
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Spin This.

LOCAL RECORD
REVIEWS

DOWNBEAT

UPBEAT

HEAVY

Virgo Indigo

Desire Trails

Fireborn

BY GRAMERCY

BY

BY

FOG LAKE

RIFFS

Fog Lake is the moniker for a one-man effort by Aaron
Powell. Ambient, and pounding with atmosphere, his
music washes over you in much the same way a Sigur Ros
song does: the power is in the restraint his music shows.
Although it’s one in a steady stream of albums from Fog
Lake, Virgo Indigo is, on a relative scale, proving to be his
breakout album. It is perhaps no coincidence it also happens
to be his best produced album. The album is the sound of
melancholy, and melancholy has seldom been captured so

7

CATEGORY VI

Category VI have gone through several changes in their

From the opening drums and
oh oh ohs in “Heartbreak”
onwards, Desire Trails roams
every nook and cranny of
indie pop.

well in sound. In addition to a unique sound, Powell also has

seven-year span, but this album is proof they’ve finally
arrived and come into their own. Seconds into the first song
on Fireborn, their catchy-as-hell guitar lays down the guitar
vibe for the entire album. The bass follows suit and chugs
along, both guitars transitioning alongside the crashing
drums, seamlessly creating their brand of melody-driven
metal. This brand of heavy metal is beautifully contrasted
by Amanda Marie’s vocals, that soar high above the music,
instead of getting lost within it. The power metal ballads

a unique persona going, as far as the local music scene is

The album’s great production value makes the synths

produced by Category VI are very reminiscent of 80’s metal

concerned. He’s released many albums, yet he’s basically

shine and the drums thump and thud in a way that really

bands such as Motorhead and Iron Maiden. This captivating

not playing shows. Despite a lack of presence on the live

works for the album. Desire Trails has been fashioned to

sound continues through all eight tunes on the album and

music scene, with Virgo Indigo, Powell is becoming the talk

let the rhythm section really grab hold of that primal part

“Vinland” is the perfect track to start it off and set the mood.

of the town (in a town where people tend to have to play

of a listener that wants to sing along, tap a toe to a chorus.

The track that stands out the most is “The Raven.” It starts

live, exhaustively, to make a mark). It’s nice to see music

Their music borrows elements of a lot of new wave dream

with the sound of a bird squawking, and quickly transforms

can still speak for itself. His emotive vocals, and their

pop bands — namely their use of sonic textures – but The

into an intense opening bass line, as Keith Jackman comes

treatment, add weight and appeal to the album’s simpler

Riffs bend this kind of sound in a more upbeat, downright

thundering in. His distorted bass is followed by a wailing,

songs, like “Mad Scientist” (which is essentially just him

catchy way, by focusing on melody instead of noisey

soaring scream. This combination instantly commands

singing over a simple keyboard sequence). Likewise, in a

instrumentation. Having two solid singers, one male, one

attention, and keeps it throughout the whole tune with ease.

song like “Erik,” his reverb-heavy treatment of tracks allows

female, sharing the mic also adds a great variety to the

Category VI take the best parts of 80’s metal, and present

a song with just him and an electric guitar to feel thick, and

songs. As does the flow of the album’s tracklisting: slowing

them in this lovely little package. My only complaint is that

full, and brooding. He’s got a way of creating a very solid,

things down at key moments prevents songs like “Desire

the album didn’t have more songs. It’s great to see and hear

disarming wall of sound on these tracks that should really

Trails” and “Beat That My Heart Skipped” from bleeding into

women rock the shit out of their roles in music, especially

garner the album national praise and attention. Songs

each other in a way that wouldn’t let these songs stand

like “It Was Never Enough” marry his droning voice to his

out the way they do. And most of the album’s slow jams

moody, layered music and make this album the gem it is.

are great, particularly “Promises,” “Dance with Me,” and

Virgo Indigo is the sound of being forced awake when dead

“Seasons Change.” Desire Trails is a fitting name for an

tired: you know the feeling. This lazy ache he’s created is

album whose lyrics long the way a person does after

all his own. There is, in fact, no one else in Newfoundland

one too many revelations. There’s certainly more looking

making music like this right now. - CHAD PELLEY

back than forward on the album. - CHAD PELLEY

in metal, since it’s usually so male

Check out
theovercast.ca

dominated. Amanda Gosse rocks
just as hard as little Ronnie James
Dio, and I think he would throw
up some horns in delight if his

ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
RPM CHALLENGE
TELL US MORE

ears could absorb this album.
- CHRISTA CRAM
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Kozelek’s trademarked, passionate voice
is as full of longing as ever, but there’s
something new happening with him on
this album and his last. He’s peaking,

Event Listings

MARCH 2014

twenty years into an epic career, or he’s
at least trying new things, and to still be
growing and not sounding stale, but rather,
impressively innovative, is proof that some

post your
events!

Email us your event listings or submit events yourself on our
website. (Make sure you’ve got them to us by the 20th of every month!)
listings@theovercast.ca / theovercast.ca/submit-event

artists don’t get old, they grow. Kozelek
gets experimental with layered, tripled
vocals in some of these songs, and the
effect is more than catchy: it’s powerful.
Or he’ll play off the lyrics themselves: in

CFA ALBUM OF THE MONTH

track two, he confesses he doesn’t practice
guitar as much as he used to when he was

Sun Kil
Moon’s Benji as
Audio-biography
Benji is Mark Kozelek’s sixth

a kid, and then he plays the album’s
flashiest solo.
The album’s songs soar through dozens and
dozens of pivotal, precise moments that
marked his life, like what he learned from
his first few lovers, or how he called his
mother one day to say he’s landed a role in

album under the moniker of

a film, only to hear a childhood friend had

Sun Kil Moon, since putting his

just died. Apparently his friend played power

band, Red House Painters, to
rest in 2001.

chords in a really weird way, by stretching
his fore- and middle-finger really far apart.
Funny, the kinds of things we remember
about people in the end. To mention stuff, so

It’s also his fifth album in two years,

basic and simple, that really punctuate our

including two collaborations (one with

lives, has the same affect on listeners that

Jimmy LaValle of The Album Leaf, the other

a good movie or book does – not an impact

with Desertshore). For a man twenty years

one usually associates with an album.

into his career, he’s speeding up instead of
slowing down.

More than any other album ever this is
the autobiography, paired to music, of a

Benji forgoes much effort in terms of

great North American songwriter. What

production value, and as a result, it sounds

he’s created here is a new thing: the audio-

all the more earnest. This approach also

biography. You will know Mark Kozelek

lets the lyrics shine, and this is a lyric-driven

more, by the end of this album, than you

album: it plays out like a journal entry or

know some of your closest friends and

an audio-autobiography. Its songs are

family. Supposing all this lyrical content

introspective, overly, they are overtly honest.

is true. Some of it is hard to believe: that

Even the song titles forgo any attempt at

an uncle and cousin would both die by fire,

subtlety or metaphor. There is a song about

many years apart, seems stranger than

how he couldn’t live without his mother,

fiction. “Carissa,” about said dead cousin, is

titled “I Can’t Live Without My Mother’s

about Mark trying to understand fate, and

Love.” There’s a song about how and why he

it’s this kind of overt honesty, and universal

loves his father, called “I Love My Dad,” but

appeal, that makes the album so strong.

a measure of humour, and an exactness of

Lyrically, emotionally, the album makes you

details, save these songs from being corny.

ache with your own nostalgic reflections.

SAT 01

COMEDY
Yuk Yuks: Mike McDonald. 8pm
MUSIC
The Ship: Denis Parker & The Modern Saints. 10:30pm
The Republic: Delusion Victims EP Release Party with
Sonny Tripp and Kelly McMichael + The Gloss. 11pm
CBTG’s: Two Way Monologues presents Bandits & TBA.
The Levee: All Ages Show with Thrones, Birchmen,
Appian, Moroxys. 2pm
The Levee: 9 O’Clock Rocks with Bandits, Make Mean
Everything, Avalon Stanley & the Isthmus. 9pm
Fat Cat: Lori Cooper Band
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
TaDa! Events presents EVITA
LSPU Hall: RCA presents Stars in the Sky and Morning by
Bare Boards Theatre. 2pm. Half price matinee

SUN 02

FILM
Nickel Annual Oscar Party. Time TBA. $5.
MUSIC
The Ship: Longside Club Fundraiser Show Series
withJoanna Barker and The Howl, Chris Kirby, Long Distance
Runners, Katie Baggs, Steve Maloney, Casual Male, Sandy
Morris and Jamie Dart, Heather Nolan. 9pm. $10
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at Memorial Concert Series:
A Viola Valentine – Clayton Leung & Kristina Szutor. 8pm
Wesley United Church: Wesley Male Choir w/
Rev. Bill Mercer. 6:50pm
The Levee: Open Jam. 8pm
Fat Cat: Darrell Cooper Acoustic Blues. 11pm
POETRY
LSPU Hall Cox & Palmer Second Space:
Poetry Open Mic. 7pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
TaDa! Events presents EVITA

MON 03

COMMUNITY
LSPU Hall: Atlantic Presenters hosting island-wide
discussion on performing arts in Canada. 10:00am-12:00pm

TUE 04

COMMUNITY
LSPU Hall Cox & Palmer Second Space: Lunch at the
Hall: Running the Show – A talk with some of Atlantic
Canada’s Women Artistic Directors. 1pm. FREE
Wesley United Church: Wesley Pancake Supper. 6pm.
$12/$6 children
MUSIC
The Levee: Ruby Boozedays with Len O’Neil. 9pm
Trapper John’s: Toxic Tuesday with Janet Cull and Band

WED 05

MUSIC
The Ship: Folk Night. Jenny Gear and
Sandy Morris. 9pm. $5
The Levee: Rocking for Dollars. 9pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
TaDa! Events presents EVITA

THUR 06

FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall: MUN Cinema Series: Wadjda (Saudi
Arabia/Germany 2013). 7pm. $10/$9 for students
MUSIC
CBTG’s: Road to CMW. Mainfloor:
Moroxsys, East of Empire, White Rhino
Upstairs: Port of Call, Ryan Young,
Kate Pike. $5
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at Memorial Concert Series:
Scruncheons Percussion Ensemble. 8pm
The Levee: Battle of the Bands
Finals + Cartridge Family. 8pm
Fat Cat: Craig Young Solo Acoustic. 9:30pm
Peter Easton Pub: Open Mic with Sayde Black. 9pm

Rocket Room
OVERCAST ISSUE 2 LAUNCH PARTY!
8-10. Featuring music & readings from Nick
Ryan & Naomi Kavka, Fog Lake, and Heather
Nolan, plus surprise intermission fun.

Stained Glass Classes
by Wayne Wells

Stained Glass de-Lights
airport heights

STAINED GLASS DE-LIGHTS
by Wayne Wells ~ WORKSHOP/CLASSES for beginners

■ Original designs, Tiffany style copper foil technique
■ Students will complete two pieces

Two students■ maximum. For beginners or advanced.
12 hours over 4 weeks. Cost $200
(All material, supplies, tools, equipment & fun supplied)
$200 for 12 hours over four weeks.
(Includes supplies, use of equipment and tools)

www.facebook.com/delights.ca

Phone 753-4439

facebook.com/delights.ca • 753-4439

Event Listings
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
TaDa! Events presents EVITA

FRI 07

COMEDY
Theatre du Centre des Grands-Vents:
Ryan Doucette/Spectacle d’Humour
de Ryan Doucette. 7:30pm
COMMUNITY
Anna Templeton Centre: A Taste of
Thailand Fundraising Dinner. 6:30pm. $30
MUSIC
LSPU Hall: Rae Spoon. 8pm
The Levee: Man the Animal, Bandits,
The Suits, Steve Vincent. 10pm
Fat Cat: Tax Free – A Hats Off to
Jimi with DC-3. 10pm
Rocket Room: Celebrate the Soul
Warrior in You: A night of soulful music
and dance. 7pm. $25
Leaside Manor: Raw Refrains – Local
Artistry at the Leaside Manor with Sean
Panting, Katie Baggs, Patrick Molloy,
Catherine Marshall art, and Jordan
Canning short films. 7pm
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
The Ship: Waterfront Fire, Stephen Greene
and Dodgeband
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: NTBA Productions Inc.
presents Jenny’s House of Joy. 8pm

SAT 08

FILM
LSPU Hall: Viewing of My Prairie Home
(Fresh from its Sundance premiere!). 7pm.
MUSIC
CBTG’s: Two Way Monologues & CBTG’s
Presents Chi Pig (of SNFU) w/ Undesirables &
WYDH. $10 advance $12 door
The Levee: Nuke Em, Double Fistin’
Mamas, The Combine. 10pm
Fat Cat: Tax Free – A Hats Off to
Jimi with DC-3. 10pm
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
The Ship: Jazz East Big Band
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: NTBA Productions Inc.
presents Jenny’s House of Joy. 8pm
St John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
Concert Crowd present Fox Tale.

SUN 09

FILM
The Ship: The Silk Road of Pop
Documentary. 8-10pm.
MUSIC
CBTGs: Two Way Monologues & CBTG’s
Presents (All Ages) Chi Pig (of SNFU) w/
City Kings and Maybe Tuesday. 3pm.
$8 advance $10 door
CBTG’s: Two Way Monologues & CBTG’s
Presents Chi Pig (of SNFU) w/ Social Services
& TBA. $10 advance $12 door
The Levee: Open Jam. 8pm
Fat Cat: Darrell Cooper Acoustic Blues. 11pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: NTBA Productions Inc.
presents Jenny’s House of Joy.
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
ACC presents Sursaut Dance Company’s Boo.

MON 10
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MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic. 9pm

TUE 11

LITERARY
The Crow’s Nest: March Storytelling
Circle. 7:30pm
COMEDY
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre: Just for
Laughs presents Danny Bhoy Dear EPSON
MUSIC
The Levee: Ruby Boozedays with
Len O’Neil. 9pm
Trapper John’s: Toxic Tuesday with
Janet Cull and Band

WED 12

COMMUNITY
Red Ochre Gallery: Reading/Artist
Talk. Jennifer Morgan & Trudy
Morgan-Cole. 7:30pm
MUSIC
The Ship: Folk Night. With The
Blue Drop. 9pm. $5
The Levee: Outlaw Wednesdays
with Heather Nolan. 9pm

THU 13

COMEDY
Yuk Yuks: St. Paddy’s Day with
Sean Donnelly. 8pm
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall: MUN Cinema
Series: The Past (Le passé) (France/Italy
2013). 7pm. $10/$9 for students
MUSIC
Fat Cat: Craig Young Solo Acoustic. 9:30pm
CBTG’s: Road to CMW. Main Floor:
Dharma, Hogarth & the Sky Vines, the Suits.
Upstairs: Tony McCarthy & TBA. $5
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at Memorial
Concert Series: Blow Out – A Celebration of
Trumpet at Memorial. 8pm
Peter Easton Pub: Open Mic with
Sayde Black. 9pm
Mile One Centre: Hedly with Danny
Fernandes, JRDN and Alyssa Reid. 6pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: The Good Doctor: The
St. John’s Players presents a collection of
hilarious and heart warming scenes by
Neil Simon. 8pm. $20

FRI 14

COMEDY
Yuk Yuks: St. Paddy’s Day with Sean
Donnelly. 8pm
COMMUNITY
Knights of Columbus St. Claire Ave:
Dance in support of Radio Station VOWR. $15
LITERARY
Eastern Edge: Poetry readings and
performance, from Ann Shin and others. Free.
MUSIC
The Ship: Green & Gold. 11pm
Rose & Thistle Pub: Salty Dolls & the
Moonshine Men. 8pm
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
Oh What a Night
The Levee: Georgie&Jomo, Bridges, Make
Mean Everything, Waterfront Fire. 10pm
Fat Cat: The Rogues. 10pm
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara

Barrett Theatre: The Good Doctor: The
St. John’s Players presents a collection of
hilarious and heart warming scenes by
Neil Simon. 8pm. $20

SAT 15

COMEDY
Yuk Yuks: St. Paddy’s Day with
Sean Donnelly. 8pm
MUSIC
CBTG’s: TWM Presents: One Hit Wonders.
Kathy Wonderdale, Young Manics, Navigator
Black & the Indighost, Garden Riot
The Levee: Beardapalooza! w/ Dodgeband
and friends. 10pm
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at
Memorial Concert Series: Solace. 8pm
Fat Cat: Mick Davis and the Skinny Jims
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
The Ship: Evan Aucoin & the Beautiful Wrecks
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
Senior’s Resource Centre presents
A Family Funtastic Matinee
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: The Good Doctor: The
St. John’s Players presents a collection of
hilarious and heart warming scenes by
Neil Simon. 8pm. $20

SUN 16

ART
Hava Java: Exhibit launch of Home –
Paintings by Ally Baird. 2pm
MUSIC
The Levee: Paddy’s Day Celebrations w/
The Daisy Cutters, Heather Nolan CD Release,
The River, Four Lords. 10pm
Fat Cat: Darrell Cooper Acoustic Blues. 11pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: The Good Doctor: The
St. John’s Players presents a collection of
hilarious and heart warming scenes by
Neil Simon. 8pm. $20

MON 17

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic. 9pm

TUE 18

MUSIC
The Levee: Ruby Boozedays with
Len O’Neil. 9pm
Trapper John’s: Toxic Tuesday with
Janet Cull and Band

WED 19
MUSIC
The Ship: Folk Night. 9pm. $5
The Levee: Rocking for Dollars. 9pm

THU 20
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall: MUN Cinema
Series: Empire of Dirt (Canada 2013). 7pm.
$10 / $9 for students
MUSIC
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
ACC presents Colin James in Concert
CBTG’s: Road to CMW: Main Floor: Delusion
Victims, Lunge, Rivals. Upstairs: TBA
The Ship: Night Music #130 with Ellen
Waterman and Friends. 9:30pm. $5
Fat Cat: Craig Young Solo Acoustic. 9:30pm
Peter Easton Pub: Open Mic with

Sayde Black. 9pm

FRI 21

MUSIC
The Levee: Waterfront Fire
CD Release Party. 9pm
Fat Cat: Old Number Seven. 10pm
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
The Ship: Pet Vet. 10pm

SAT 22

COMMUNITY
Mile One Centre: Canadian Home Builder’s
Association NL Home Show 2014. 10am
MUSIC
The Rockhouse: Pink Floyd P.U.L.S.E by
In The Flesh? 10pm
The Ship: The Instigators with The Salty
Dolls & The Moonshine Men. 10pm
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at
Memorial Concert Series: MUN Opera
Workshop. 7:30pm
Fat Cat: The Hallidays
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
Performing Arts Group presents
Expressions of Thought

SUN 23

MUSIC
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at
Memorial Concert Series: MUN Opera
Workshop. 2pm
The Levee: Open Jam. 8pm
Fat Cat: Darrell Cooper Acoustic Blues. 11pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
Performing Arts Group presents
Expressions of Thought

MON 24

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic. 9pm

TUE 25

LITERARY
The Crow’s Nest: March Storytelling
Circle. 7:30pm
MUSIC
The Levee: Ruby Boozedays with
Len O’Neil. 9pm
Trapper John’s: Toxic Tuesday with
Janet Cull and Band

WED 26

COMMUNITY
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
CFUW Used Book Sale
MUSIC
The Ship: Folk Night. Trad Session. 9pm. $5
The Levee: Outlaw Wednesdays with The
Back Country Band & Heather Nolan. 9pm

THU 27
COMMUNITY
St. John’s Arts & Culture
Centre: CFUW Used Book Sale
Mile One Centre: NL Police
Curling Association 19th
Annual Benefit Hockey
Game. 7:30pm
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall:
MUN Cinema Series: Tim’s
Vermeer (USA 2013). 7pm.
$10/$9 for students
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The Ship: Dereck Williams &
The Back Country Band
MUSIC
CBTG’s: Road to CMW Finals: Main Floor:
Undesirables, Blackened Lungs & TBA.
Upstairs: Paul Sheppard, The Blue Drop &
TBA. $5
Fat Cat: Mary Griffiths Fundraiser
Peter Easton Pub: Open Mic with
Sayde Black. 9pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: Rabbittown Theatre
presents
The Pillowman
LSPU Hall: RCA presents Blue Box – A Night
Swimming Theatre Production. 8pm

FRI 28

COMMUNITY
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre:
CFUW Used Book Sale
LSPU Hall: Cinq a Sept. 5pm. FREE
MUSIC
St. John’s Arts & Culture
Centre: NSO – The Main Event:
The Ladies of Vegas
CBTG’s: Road to CMW Finals: Main Floor:
Navigator Black & the Indighost, Waterfront
Fire & TBA. Upstairs: Todd Scott, John
Cossar & TBA. $5
Fat Cat: Bump
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm
The Ship: Baytown CD
Release Party
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: Rabbittown Theatre
presents
The Pillowman
LSPU Hall: RCA presents Blue Box – A Night
Swimming Theatre Production. 8pm

SAT 29

MUSIC
CBTG’s: Road to CMW Finals:
Main Floor: Te$laz, Bedlam
Beggars & TBA.
Upstairs: Heather Nolan, Danielle
Bailey & TBA. $5
D.F. Cook Recital Hall: Music at Memorial
Concert Series: MUN Jazz Ensemble. 8pm
Fat Cat: The Thymes
The Ship: Danika Drover Band
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: Rabbittown Theatre
presents The Pillowman
LSPU Hall: RCA presents Blue Box –
A Night Swimming Theatre Production. 2pm.
Half Price Matinee
LSPU Hall: RCA presents Blue Box –
A Night Swimming Theatre Production. 8pm
Peter Easton Pub: Karaoke. 10pm

SUN 30

MUSIC
The Levee: Open Jam. 8pm
THEATRE
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre Barbara
Barrett Theatre: Rabbittown Theatre
presents The Pillowman
LSPU Hall: RCA presents Blue Box – A Night
Swimming Theatre Production. 8pm

MON 31

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic. 9pm
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Catching Up
with Canada Reads
Contender
Kathleen Winter

That space
between one’s
writing life and the
book’s public life
remains, for me,
quite big.

IMAGE BY PEGGY TREMBLETT
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Arguably, nothing changes

often introverted, or likes solitude, or doesn’t

Her novel tells the story of a child who is

great. I think we’ve been heading, for some

a Canadian author’s career

know much about how she’s perceived, or

born both male and female, in the hyper-

time, in the direction of a kind of societal

how her work is perceived, out in the world.

masculine hunting culture of 1960’s Labrador.

life fixated on the bottom line, on so-called

That space between one’s writing life and the

Surgically altered at birth and given the

economic progress and monetary gain. We

book’s public life remains, for me, quite big.”

name Wayne, only three people know of his

need to encourage each other to speak out

She says she feels surprised so many more

secret: his parents and a trusted neighbour.

against the current climate which represses

people are reading the book because of Canada

But as Wayne approaches adulthood, and

imagination and intelligence, and promotes

Just ask last year’s winner, local author Lisa

Reads. “I didn’t really foresee that. I guess I

his identity strives to lay a foundation, the

fear and paranoia. We need to start respecting

Moore, whose winning book, February, enjoyed

didn’t realize how many people still listen to the

woman literally buried inside of him, Annabel,

the rivers and land, and listen to the voices of

an unfathomable boost in sales following

radio, which is an old-fashioned thing.”

refuses to be forgotten. The novel is also

indigenous people and people who defend the

about the struggles of its other characters,

natural world. That’s what’s meaningful to me,

more than being in the spotlight
for CBC’s annual Canada
Reads contest.

her win. The Canada Reads competition
is a debate-driven contest, hosted by Jian

Back in her days as a student of journalism

like the mother, who loves her husband, but

right now.” And that’s certainly a big element in

Ghomeshi, in which five Canadian celebrities

Kathleen interviewed a fellow Canada Reads

not enough to stop longing for her life back

her contender’s novel, The Orenda.

defend a Canadian book, and the best

contender, Margaret Atwood, while Atwood

in St. John’s, and the father, a Labrador man

argument wins. One book is voted out of the

was signing copies of Life Before Man. “I

whose ability to connect with the natural

It is noteworthy that she speaks of the

contest each day. You can catch these live

shook from head to foot,” she says, “To be on

world exceeds his ability to connect with

importance of “defending the natural world.”

debates on CBC Radio at 11:30 in the mornings,

this list with her, and with Boyden, Edugyan

his family, yet he is there, faithfully, when

Labrador is itself the image of the natural

NL time, or on CBC-TV at 4:30, or online at

and Hage, is an honour.” Modestly, she states

needed. In Annabel, Winter channels her

world, and Annabel, the novel, reads like an

CBC Books. They’ll occur March 3-6.

that “there are lots of other writers whose

varied characters masterfully as they encase

evocative portraiture of ethereal Labrador. It

work is even more worthy.” It can be hard

themselves in private worlds. In showing us

is convincing, right down to the plants, the

This year’s contest has a theme, and its

for a writer to step back and see what a force

all angles of her five main characters, she’s

smells, or how a blind man can navigate a

finalists were elected by Canadian readers

they themelves have become. Kathleen’s novel,

showing us the humanity that overrides

canoe and hunt ducks. You’ll see its desolation

from across the country. On October 2nd, CBC

Annabel won the Thomas

asked Canadians to recommend novels they

Head Raddall award, for

believed had the power to change the country.

the best Atlantic novel

From the resulting top ten, panellists choose

of the year when it came

When asked if it is more

characters are shaped or misshapen, isolated

a book to defend.

out in 2010, and it was

meaningful to be in the running

or liberated, together or alone.

shortlisted for all three of

this year, given this year’s

As mentioned, St. John’s author Lisa Moore

the major Canadian literary

theme of “a book that can

The fact this competition essentially pits

won the 2013 Canada Reads competition,

awards, including the Giller

change the country,” Kathleen

Canadian authors against one another, even in

and this year, another local is in the running,

Prize. Internationally,

says that she thinks we should

the name of “fun” competition, is an awkward

Kathleen Winter, for her novel, Annabel.

Annabel’s been published

all be waking up and changing

reality for Winter. “Writers are my tribe, “ she

When asked how it feels to be in the running

in many a country, and

the country, one by one, and

says, “and we aren’t in a competitive arena. I

this year, Kathleen says, “Writing books is,

was nominated for the

together. “If my work can be

have mixed feelings. I believe in my work as

as you know, a lot of hard work. Also, the

prestigious Orange Prize

part of this, if it can be the way

every writer does. It’s sad that a competitive

book is a public document, but the writer is

and Dublin Impact Award.

I lend my voice, then that’s

aspect enters [into these things], and many

gender and age, and the basic human traits
and desires that unite us all.

and its draw, depending on the character she
is channeling. Her skill in this regard is crucial,
because setting plays a big role in how these

Books
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worthy books do not get promoted at all. I

a clarity of thought and expression, and that

used to think Canada Reads promoted books

she’s both confident and intelligent. “I think

among the same part of the population

she’ll be a wonderful counterpoint to the other

reached by the awards, but now I think it’s a

defenders and will make the whole show

bit more populist, though CBC is hardly the

more energized and alive.”

voice of the common man. I think it might be
true that more people hear about the Canada

If you’ve missed out on reading Annabel

Reads books in the run of everyday life, and

until now, do go pick up a copy. It’s a great

not just a bookish elite.”

introduction to Winter’s way with words

pring
S
v

the

Breakwater

literary party

13 MARCH 2014

7 PM

THE SHIP PUB

F E AT U R I N G

NICHOLAS RUDDOCK
WITH MUSIC BY

and warm view of humanity. Annabel is

Lisa Moore’s lush use of language, and most

empathetic voice connects reader to story

agree she’s really upped the bar for sentence-

with remarkable grace. This is a story of

level writing in Canadian fiction, but upon last

isolation and a communication breakdown

year’s win of Canada Reads, she truly became

that breaks a family down, and breaks the

a household name among the general reading

reader down along with them. There is an

population. It’s certainly been said, maybe

unobtrusively aphoristic quality to the writing

proven, that Canada Reads is the single

that will at times stir your mind. This aspect

most driving force in Canadian book sales.

of the novel comes through particularly

Speaking of past Canada Reads contenders,

well in the world-travelling, tender-hearted,

SHORT READINGS

and Lisa Moore, Winter says, like most of

deeply intelligent character, Thomasina. “To

FREE ADMISSION

us, “I’m crazy about Lisa Moore and elated

Thomasina people were rivers, always ready

that February won, on the anniversary of the

to move from one state of being into another.

Ocean Ranger disaster. I also loved Ann-Marie

It was not fair, she felt, to treat people as

MacDonald’s Fall on your Knees.” At the time

if they were finished beings. Everyone was

of this interview, she was reading Cockroach,

always becoming and unbecoming.”

DUANE ANDREWS

NICHOLAS RUDDOCK

HOW
LOVETA GOT
HER BABY

personal and inter-personal, and Kathleen’s

BEATRICE MACNEIL

+

KEEPER
OF TIDES

an unforgettable novel of struggles, both

and industry professionals have long revered

+

B E AT R I C E M A C N E I L

She’s right in that regard. Canada’s authors

MUSICAL INTERLUDES

CASH BAR

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

ALL ARE WELCOME

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS
OF QUALITY PUBLISHING

1973-2013

WWW. BREAKWATERBOOKS . COM

a poetic genius – I’m really glad his book was

are you a member?

given to me as part of this year’s proceedings

WRITERS’ ALLIANCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR

by fellow contender Rawi Hage. “I think he’s

– it cuts through the ordinary prosaic realism
we see so much, and enters a world of vivid,
living consciousness.”

This year’s pairings
for Canada Reads

In between reading, she’s quite busy writing,
stating that she’s “completely immersed”
in two newer books. “Boundless is the true
story of a life-changing voyage I took through
the place we call The Northwest Passage,
and I have a book of stories coming out with
Biblioasis, edited by the esteemed John
Metcalf. I’m completely inside the work.”
Despite being “completely inside the work,”
she’s finding time to be social. She’s met her
defender, actress Sarah Gadon, and “had a
chance to talk with her about her work. Her
film career is getting off to a pretty stellar
start, and she’s a brilliant young woman.”
When asked what this brilliant young woman
has going for her that makes her a potentially
great defender, Kathleen says that Sarah has

With programs and opportunities for writers in all stages of their careers,
WANL is open to both published and unpublished writers. For only $55/year
($25 for students/unemployed/seniors), you get access to a great source of
regular information and resources. And, when you’re ready, a place to

Actress Sarah Gadon will defend
Annabel by Kathleen Winter
The Daily Show’s Samantha Bee will
defend Cockroach by Rawi Hage
Olympic gold medalist Donovan
Bailey will defend Half-Blood Blues
by Esi Edugyan
Aboriginal activist Wab Kinew
will defend The Orenda by
Joseph Boyden
Philanthropist Stephen Lewis
will defend The Year of the Flood
by Margaret Atwood
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promote your own accomplishments!

Please send me information about membership to the
Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland and Labrador.
NAME

___________________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS

___________________________________________________________
E-MAIL

___________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE

___________________________________________________________
SEND, DROP OFF or EMAIL us this form: Haymarket Square, 223 Duckworth
Street, Suite 208 • St John’s, NL, A1C 6N1 • wanlassist@nf.aibn.com
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I decided one evening to flood

“Listen, Mother.” My voice was shaking with

Mother’s side and shone its glow upon the

the family home. “Look, Mother,

excitement. “Do you hear the sea?”

darkest corners of the cellar. She had fallen
asleep with one arm draped across the heavy

the ceiling is swollen with

Without breaking her steely gaze, Mother was

green army canister, the other withering hand

water,” I goaded. There was

on her feet. In a great whirl of her dressing

resting on the clasp.

no reply at all. Mother took a
long, seductive draw from her
cigarette, and continued reading
the magazine on her lap.
I made for the stairs. On the second floor,
I splashed down the carpeted hallway that
was already mossy with water to the spare
bathroom. Spinning the taps into full force,
I stood back to watch the sink fill with
satisfaction. The water slid over the sides of
the porcelain bowl in a steady shining sheet.
“Look, Mother, at how the rains fall
inside the room.”
There was no flinch until three drops of water
fell in a neat triangle across the pages of her
magazine. With the dramatic flourish of a
woman who dislikes to be interrupted, Mother
glared up at the cracking ceiling. It was
beginning to sag under the weight, and there
was a river in the making down the stairwell.

gown, she made for the basement stairs to the
storm cellar. I pranced behind like a delighted

I sifted through the rubble, producing broken

jester, glorified by the success of my trick.

relics of wood shop projects that Father had
never completed. I collected the warped

Father was already waiting there in the

chairs from the old dining set, ruined by

dark, smoking quietly with an expressionless

weather when I had left them outdoors

face. Mother lit candles with the heat of her

overnight years before; the disassembled

raging eyes.

crib that I had occupied as an infant, peeling
pink paint coming off in great flakes; scraps

Seagulls could be heard overhead, crying far

of wood; sections of a fence never erected

above in the fresh sea air. The waves crashed

and several old bicycle tires. There was a torn

over the cellar door.

garden hose that would serve to lash these
materials together. I found a great thick stick

“I’ll go out hunting soon,” said Father, his

with handsome knots of sturdy oak wood that

eyes unfocused. “To keep us fed.”

would serve as my staff. I took to carrying
it around the cellar with me. I would be the

I continued to prance about the room, twirling

remaining
outstretched.
Mother began to speak to herself; a
mantra so jumbled and incomprehensible it
passed as a low hissing. Father did very little,
and continued to try and light his pipe though
he had run out of tobacco some weeks prior.
The ground around his upturned milk crate
was littered with burned-out matches like a
territory marking.
On the thirtieth day in the cellar, once mother
had fallen into a fretful sleep, I carefully
dragged my raft into the outer rings of the
candle’s glow. Father watched me with a
vacant expression.
I decided it was time. Positioning the raft

captain of this vessel of forgotten things.

before the storm doors with my staff of

I returned the candle as Mother began to stir,

and the waves rushed in. I stood proudly on

and leaping like a circus performer.

strong wood in hand, I thrust the doors open

For thirty days and nights we cowered in that

and my broken treasures were cast back into

my vessel and the mighty tongue of the sea

storm cellar, we three. Each day, Father would

shadow. Mother and Father had become very

lifted me up and paraded me from the dank

say, to no one in particular, “I suppose I should

predictable, and woke within minutes of each

cellar, past the shipwreck of my childhood

go hunting. We’ll need something to eat.” He

other. Neither looked at me or at each other,

home and through the town down to the

ate his biscuits and sardines silently while he

merely shifted slightly in their seats and stared

shore where I held my court.

planned this expedition beneath the sea.

blankly ahead. Mother carefully opened the
army canister and began her concentrated

Mother and Father washed up onto the beach

Mother glared at me with absolute

morning count of the rations. Raising a weak

and cowered before my vessel, the tide

concentration, unaware of how I delighted in

hand, she offered crackers to Father and me.

lapping at their feet in contempt.

watching the energy drain out through her

The sardines had either run out days ago, or

heated eyes. I rejoiced secretly with every

were on a more severe rationing schedule;

“Look Mother!” I cried for the whole town to

new wrinkle that formed across her seamless

I never did get close enough to find out. My

hear, “See how the seas are creeping under

so calculated, that to see a muscle flinch was

face. I watched her prized skin pucker and

stomach was uttering threats against the

the doormat?”

to take part in the ancient ritual of fear of

crease as she anxiously counted food rations

frail body draped over the food supply, but

predator and prey.

over and over again, and it gave me purpose.

I wordlessly accepted my breakfast. It took

Father bowed his head. Mother trembled.

Father several minutes to stand and lean over

The waves made offerings, and fish presented

A contemptuous glance befell me; a sharp
and thrilling attack of eye contact.
Mother was like a wild animal. Each time she
moved, it was with a precision and purpose

Overhead, the sounds of devastating

I was building an arc. Once the damp air was

to the outstretched hand, and once he collected

themselves upon my deck in gratitude.

volumes of water could be heard lapping

regulated by the slow easy breathing of sleep,

his package, he fell back in exhaustion.

My citizens lined up along the beach to

against the walls.

I gently lifted the candle from the floor by

Mother’s arm collapsed from the effort of

receive the sermon.
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“Brothers and sisters of the Arc,” I called,
“the seas have called upon me to bring
justice to this land.”

LOCAL BOOK REVIEW
EDITOR’S PICK

The people began to cheer and dance,
crowding around the raft, leaving a wide
berth around Mother and Father in disgrace.

Say Nothing, Saw Wood
Now: a Well-designed Novella

I joined them in the dance of victory; a
crude animalistic celebration of dominance,
enormous roars of delight launching from my
throat and echoing back from the writhing
crowd below.
I beat my staff against the raft several times,
ordering silence. The frenzy halted, a hush
falling over the beach. The people leaned
forward as one, awaiting the great secrets
that I would whisper to them.
“First, my brothers, the punishment.” Cheers
erupted from the crowd, and they began to
dance again.

Say Nothing, Saw Wood was

Joel shares the story of a time he was

The kindness of a stranger, who took Jude

initially a well-received play.

stumbling home after a bender. He can’t

in, fed him, taught him, and read to him while

recall why he’d picked up a stone and heaved

his wayward Uncle was locked up or on a

it into the air – “Maybe I was tryna kill a

tear, adds a nice human touch to the novel.

stretch of sold-out shows

seagull, I don’t know” – but to his horror,

Some people peg Hynes’s work as tough and

at the LSPU Hall, and in

the rock’s arc took aim at a man walking his

masculine, and it is, but there’s more depth

two young daughters, and barely missed

to this book than all that. It’s this woman who

one of the girls. “I would be remembered

fills Jude in on the details of his past: what

now for nothing else but that saucy nuisance

happened to his mother, his father, and what
made his uncle such a hard man. Oh, and it’s
this woman who is murdered.

Back in 2007, it enjoyed a

2009, it was revived for the
As I gazed down upon my grovelling parents,
my heaving chest began to deflate. The fear

SummerWorks Theatre Fest

that swam in Mother’s eyes; the pleading

in Toronto, where it won the

who killed a little girl with a rock ... I think

softness of her face that so resembled

Contra Guys Award for best

about that morning every now and then and

affection. The fragile way Father’s hand
clutched her shoulder. They had aged thirty
years in our month below the sea, shedding
years of hardness along their edges.

dramatic script.
In between its run as a play, audiobook
publisher EarLit Shorts published the piece

wonder why the wind wasn’t different, why
I didn’t turn my body a different way, throw

The book features Joel Hynes in his comfort

the rock a little harder, a little softer, why

zone, of the downtrodden hard ticket, but

that girl didn’t tug at her father’s arm at that

it’s full of the kinds of thoughts, desires, and

last moment and step right into its path.”

regrets that unite us all. And the quality of

Mother broke eye contact and sank her prized

as a nice monologue. But Say Nothing, Saw

nose into the wet sand just as I felt the rotting

Wood was always intended to be a novella,

wet wood of my great staff crumble in my

Jude has similar reflections on how randomly

it’s detail rich, yet economical -- there are no

and recently, a local boutique letterpress,

hand. The wood had been decaying from

our fates are doled out, and the malleability

paragraph-length tangents here, just short,

Running the Goat, released it as such, with

within the whole time, leaving a façade of

of memory runs through his story of loss

punchy, almost poetic details that build

their fine and careful touch: this is a nicely

strength on its handsome outer bark.

and retribution. It’s certainly a novel about

character or add atmosphere to memory.

packaged, square-shaped novella, printed

circumstance – Jude’s life would have

Hynes knows how to unpack a story so you

on quality paper, featuring illustrations from

unfolded much differently had he not been

can’t look away. His narrative hook keeps

one of Newfoundland’s most renowned

raised by his uncle, Angus. We find out early

you on the line, line after line.

artists, Gerry Squires.

on that Jude spent time in prison for non-

Heather Nolan is a story-weaver in
many mediums from St. John’s, NL.

the writing is an accomplishment as well:

capital murder. “There’s no such thing as that
The book tells the story of Jude Shannon

no more. All a matter of degrees nowadays.”

Traynor. The middle name is his dead

He was seventeen when they locked him up,

mother’s; she died giving birth to him. Or it

and the matter of his guilt is the big hook

could be said it’s after his father’s boat, The

of the book: did he do it? As he recounts

Shannon Marie. It was the boat his father

the story of his childhood, he’s much older,

died in, and the nature of his father’s death

sentence served. “Not guilty, I said. Well, they

Stories must be less than 1,800 words

is part of the many mysteries intertwined in

parades every arsehole and his dog into the

and previously unpublished in a

the novella. It’s a book based on reflection,

courtroom to have a say about me.” A dead

book or literary journal.

introspection, and What If. There’s a

woman’s purse was found in a place that

submissions@theovercast.ca

stunning author’s note in the novel – that

made him a suspect, and given his record, he

you can read on TheOvercast.ca – in which

was an easy pin for the murder.

Submit your
short stories!
We’ll publish one a month, and all will be
eligible for the $10,000 Journey Prize.
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distributor eOne Films moved the film
to be pre-released in Halifax and St.
John’s in late 2013, followed by a

Oil and Water
Resurfacing at
LSPU Hall

wider national release.

BY LAUREN POWER
The novel-turned-film features the
story of an unwilling, fourteen-year-old,
bay-to-town transplant. The teen hero
and his cousin/sidekick escape from St.

Newfoundland’s production

John’s, over the suspension bridge at

of Robert Chafe’s play, Oil and

LaManche, and straight into Gros Morne
National Park on the West coast.
The film has already been doing the
rounds at international film festivals.
Hold Fast has received the Audience
Award at the Seoul International Youth
Film Festival. “The fact that it’s been

Hold Fast Goes
Far: Local Film
Ready for
National Release

shown in The Netherlands, Brazil, in
Europe and Asia has been so great,”
says House. “Now I’m excited that
Canadian audiences will get the
chance to see it.”
Along with familiar faces including Molly
Parker, Aiden Flynn, and Andy Jones,

BY LAUREN POWER
Kevin Major’s Governor General
Award-winning coming-of-age novel,
Hold Fast, has been a mainstay of high

Artistic Fraud of

Water, is set for a return this
month, and its Canada-wide tour
starts at the LSPU Hall.

way. The biggest shift people might notice, I
hope, is in clarity and unity of the storytelling.”
The play’s intersecting storylines include the
story of the WWII-era shipwreck, and the later
struggles of Phillips and his daughter during
the 1974 Boston Busing Race Riots, as well
as the plight of St. Lawrence as a small and

The play, which premiered in 2011 and

struggling mining town.

toured in 2012, is based on the life of Lanier
Phillips, an African American naval officer

Lending power to the historical narrative is

and survivor of a wreck off St. Lawrence in

the choral work of the actors. “I just love the

1942. After being taken to shore, Phillips was

voices of these actors,” says Chafe. “Beautiful

cared for by locals, who scrubbed his skin

performances all the way through, but

raw, thinking his dark skin was stained black

when they break into song as a group, it still

with oil. Phillips’ encounter with a society

crushes me. Their rendition of [“There Is A

seemingly untouched by racism had a lasting

Balm in Gilead”] towards the end is sublime.”

effect on him, and moved him to become a

Hold Fast stars two newcomers in

lifelong civil rights activist in the United

The 2014 tour is set to launch with a two-

Avery Ash and Douglas Sullivan. In the

States until his death in 2012.

week engagement at the LSPU Hall —
familiar territory for Artistic Fraud. “The Hall

director’s chair is Justin Simms, whose
films include Hard Light, Down to the

Since the successful 2012 run, award-

is our home,” says Chafe. “Pretty much every

Dirt, and the upcoming Danny, a feature

winning playwright Robert Chafe and the

Artistic Fraud show has been developed by

school English classes since it was

documentary about the life of former

rest of Artistic Fraud workshopped the

that stage. It has tremendous heart, that

originally published in 1978. Now, its

Newfoundland Premier, Danny Williams.

play, examining how all the pieces of the

building. I can’t think of anywhere else I’d

film adaptation is on the cusp of being
released nationwide.

performance come together. “Our shows

rather watch a show. Even if you’re in

For 2014, House has a few more writing

typically rely very heavily on staging,

the back row, it’s intimate.”

and producing gigs in the hopper. “I’m

movement and music, as narrative tools,

“We’re continuing to work on the Hold

writing and producing Puffin Patrol

on top of the script itself, of course,” says

During the relaunch, Artistic Fraud is also

Fast release, as it’s expected to hit

this summer,” says House. “It’s a science/

Chafe. “It’s a complex mix.”

screens nationally during the winter,”

busy developing their next piece: a stage

nature doc for The Nature of Things at

says the film’s writer-producer Rosemary

the CBC.” Veteran cinematographer

House. “It’s also going to be at various

It’s part of Artistic Fraud’s process to

Nigel Markham is also onboard.

Dreams, based on Wayne Johnston’s

constantly refine the work, “to identify areas

bestselling work of historical fiction.

of improvement and make good on them,

“We launch that one next winter,” says

so people who have seen the show before

Chafe. “Just in time to celebrate our

will certainly notice an evolution in the

twentieth

work.” Overall, Chafe is hoping that returning

anniversary!”

Newfoundland arts fests and community
screenings during the first quarter.”

House is also working on the
script for an adaptation of Joan

It has already had a two-week run at

Clark’s An Audience of Chairs, as well

the box office, and remained in the top

as an original comedy. “I’m writing the

five Canadian films slot. Hold Fast also

second draft script of Auntie Vigilantes,”

closed out the 2013 St. John’s Women’s

says House. “It’s an original feature

International Film Festival in October,

comedy about two vengeful aunts and

to a capacity crowd. To capitalize on the

the cad who has jilted their beloved

film’s warm reception at the festival,

niece, Pandora.”

adaptation of The Colony of Unrequited

audiences will see a show that feels cleaner,
clearer, and more powerful.

Oil and Water
is at LSPU Hall

“The goal is to make it look effortless for the

from March 13-

audience. So, we examine the production in all

23. Tickets are

areas to make sure the text, movement, and

available at the

music are telling the same story, and the right

box office.
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THE GALLERY VIEW

Ally Baird’s
Home Exhibit
at Hava Java

didn’t want to paint. “I wanted to build things.
I was drawn to sculpture and started creating
metal work and large scale plaster, clay,
resin and concrete pieces. I’ve only recently
come back to painting and I’ve never been so
productive or enjoyed it more.”

Ally Baird is the daughter
of James Baird, proprietor of
the James Baird Art Gallery,
which launched in 1989 to
market Newfoundland
artists to the world.

The passion shows: the pieces are quite
catching, and in fact, they’ve started selling
already, despite the fact the exhibition doesn’t
open until the 16th. Her new exhibit is called
Home. “Every painting that I’ve created for this
exhibit has been influenced by an image of
Newfoundland or a song by someone from this
lovely, rugged place. Pouch Cove, specifically,

techniques to build each canvas or wood

pieces together I inquired with the folks

“Through Dad’s artist residency program and

is represented in numerous pieces. Over

panel up, and give them unique texture.

there and they offered me the space.

gallery” Baird says, “I’ve met and lived with

the past five months or so I’ve spent a lot of

quite a few artists. Orlin Mantchev was the

time out there photographing and sketching

Having an exhibit at a cafe like Hava Java

first to sit me down and let me experiment

the landscape. It’s always changing and is

might strike some as an innovative or

There’s certainly some perks to the idea.

with materials other than my Crayolas, in the

constantly surprising me with its cold beauty.”

atypical idea, and it happened organically.

Having an exhibit in a popular cafe might very

“After posting images of my first paintings on

well get one’s work seen by more people than

late eighties and early nineties. “
The pieces in her exhibit are unified by the
Ally says she avoided working in two

fact they all fall under the category of abstract

dimensional media for many years,

landscape. “Water is a prominent feature,

“because paintings, prints, and photos were

though it is sometimes depicted unnaturally.”

all that I had been exposed to.” Having been

Although there are no sculptures in these

surrounded by artists her whole life certainly

paintings, it’s clear she focussed on sculpture

influenced her decision to attend art school,

during her time at NSCAD. One can see it

but while studying fine arts at NSCAD, she

in the way she applies sculptural tools and

Social media magic.”

Facebook,” she
says, “a friend
Home will be on
display at Hava Java
(258 Water Street,
upstairs) from March
16-April 20.

commented

having it in an art gallery. Ally agrees. “Yes. More
people, as well as a broader clientele. Gallery
hours alone can be quite limiting. Hava Java has

that I should

a welcoming, comfortable space where many

show my

people come to relax, hang out, have meetings,

work at Hava

play board games and have ukulele jams. It’s

Java. Once I
got a few more

really the perfect venue for people to get to
know my work in a liveable space.”

Zeke Moores’ Dispose causes us

Dispose is a revaluation that extends beyond

Are galleries also boxes awaiting artistic

to revalue everyday objects that

the gallery. These objects are still tethered

objects, and thus giving it a purpose?

to their origin, driving us to consider clutter

Moores’ exhibition allows such challenging

in the guise of valued art objects. It is by

interactions that exceed the initial concept,

are normally discarded after use.

comparison of then and now that we redefine

which formulates a bridge between use and

Boxes are used to protect something of more

them by disposing our notions of what these

use-less, while questioning our aesthetic and

value, and satellite dishes are a means for

items formerly represented. Our perception

perceptive judgments. Dispose will continue

entertainment. These objects then are mere

then mimics the physical change, such that,

at the Rooms until April 20th.

vessels of valued commodities and fragments

they are redefined in mind and body.

of consumerism.

Zeke Moores’
Dispose Currently
on Exhibit at
The Rooms
BY MARTIN POOLE

Dispose also allows us to reconsider
Moores has cast these items in bronze,

art galleries and institutions of all sorts.

allowing them to be (re)contextualized, and

Institutions are merely frameworks that await

to glorify their physical form. They are now

organization from a perceptive element. At

isolated from the background of our lives,

what point then did these objects become

by virtue of their pristine appearance in the

equated with art? Did the gallery setting

gallery, as preserved but still scarred from their

render them artistic, or the concept and the

former malleability. In this sanitized state we

process? Are all of these facets required

can see their potential for a greater purpose.

for Moores’ work to be considered art?

Martin is a writer,
quasi-philosopher,
and has a PhD in
soup creation. He is
currently studying
at MUN and is
running Blarg
Theatre, a new
multidisciplinary
venture that
presents art in life.
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Everyone in the
Rocket kitchen is
always coming to us
with great food ideas
& we embrace that.

How Rocket
Launched Its Bakery
Rocket Bakery might be the

Pepsi’s PR Account nationally. “Pepsi sponsored

moved to St. John’s. Both occupations are all

Shatner’s Tek War series, and a miniseries

biggest culinary gift given to

the JUNO Fan Choice Award for a number of

about managing people, resources, and time.

The State Within, that recreated a plane crash.

years, so I travelled to St. John’s for the JUNOs

The biggest difference between the previous

“This location was just north of the Toronto

St. John’s since our forefathers

to oversee that program and to launch the Pepsi

occupations and the bakery is the end date,” he

International Airport, and once the special

discovered all the codfish

Refresh Project for Canada in St. John’s. We set

jokes. “For all the other projects, there was a

effects gang had the smoke going, there was a

off our coast.

up the Pepsi Refresh Café at what was then The

very specific target for completion. At Rocket,

Majestic, and had artists like Jully Black, Tony

the projection completion date is still a yet to

Thanks to the three folks in the photo above,

Dekker, Stars, Hedley, and Classified come

be determined one.”

St. John’s has access to great and fresh food

by to shoot a video.”
His days as a film set decorator certainly

on the run, in the form of a proper, Montrealstyle bakery and deli. And it almost didn’t

For Mansell, sales and marketing is sales

came in handy: their space has one of the

happen. Or rather, it happened on a whim.

and marketing, no matter what the product

strongest personalities in town. “The time

is, be it Pepsi or a baguette. “But,” she adds,

we got the keys, to the time we opened, was

Kelly Mansell, an ad executive, and Mark

“actually liking interacting with people helps

about seven weeks. I had help from some

McGann, a film set decorator turned

too. I know that sounds crazy, but I prefer

excellent locals, an old buddy who joined us

construction project manager, each turned fifty

working on the floor and talking to customers,

here in SJ to help get us going, and some

and wanted change. They were living in Toronto,

than working on my computer. Starting Rocket

terrific guidance from Kelly, who is the real

married with kids, wondering what to do with

was a huge learning curve, yes, but learning

driving force behind that inviting feel you get

the next decade of their lives. Kelly had seen

keeps ‘ya young!” It’s Mark McGann whose

when you come into Rocket.”

St. John’s before, and like the city tends to do

career changed the most radically. “I had left

to its visitors, it charmed her. She was working

the film industry to work in construction as a

In the past, McGann has worked on a lot of

at PraxisPR, where she was responsible for

project manager, about five years before we

TV shows with wild sets, including William

Favourite food item
at Rocket:
Dave: Chicken burritos.
Kelly: Spanish omelette.
Mark: Fish cakes.

Favourite beverage
at Rocket:
Dave: Dark roast Rufino drip coffee.
Kelly: Latté (with a plain croissant).
Mark: Traditional cappuccino.

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL

RESTAURANT PORTRAIT
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echoes the sentiment. “I love the air quality

were relatively cheap, and there were gaps in

here, and the blueberry picking. But I hate the

the marketplace for the services I envisioned.”
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snow clearing – or lack thereof.”

Make Rocket Bakery
Come to You!

Rocket Bakery is a bakery, sure, and it has
They both say yes when asked if people

some of the best breads, cakes, and pastries

thought they were cracked to pack up and

you will find in Atlantic Canada, if not the

move to St. John’s, of all places, to open a

country. Courtney Ralph’s cakes are in fact as

bakery. “Lots of folks who have never been

good as any you’ll find in Montreal (Montreal

far from home couldn’t conceive of making a

being Canada’s home of mind-blowing baked

move like this,” McGann says. “They couldn’t

goods). But Rocket is also home to some of

our forté and we’re getting busier

understand our motivation. Toronto is such

the most interesting and delicious salads,

and busier every week, which is

a magnet, and there is so much movement

anywhere, plus a plethora of deli items, from

great. We’re delivering all over the

toward its big centre that, of course, it would

their ever-changing offering of sandwiches,

city to corporate clients but we’re

seem a bit odd to move away from that.” Kelly

to their enormous empanadas, to items like

also starting to do more

says that everyone’s first reaction was, You’re

lamb and Guinness pie. “Everyone in the Rocket

and more house parties

going where?! “And then, many would get a

kitchen is always coming to us with great food

faraway look in their eyes and they’d say, Yeah,

ideas and we embrace that. We figure that if

I’d like to do something like that someday.”

these artists are able to create food that they’re

ROCKET HAS A
CATERING SERVICE
Breakfast and lunch catering is

in the evening.
ROCKET DELIVERS BARISTAS
We also just launched our
Espresso Express mobile café
service: we bring an espresso
machine and barista to our
customers’ event or office and
make lattés and so on, on-site!

interested in, the end result will be delicious.”
Credit for the fact they did come here could
ultimately be given to Dave Hopley, a man

The lineup at lunch time is remarkably long, for

who has a hand in so many of the wonderful

a city like St. John’s, and even more remarkable

things happening in this city, including Keep

is how quickly the line moves. Kelly confesses

Station Radio, this month’s cover story.

she was surprised by “how quickly the fresh

Dave has known Kelly since his university

food side of the business outstripped the bakery

days in BC, and met Mark not long after that.

side of the business, in terms of sales.” And

lot concern that a real tragedy had occurred. It

Laughing, Hopley adds, “When he crashed my

yet she was not surprised at all, given that they

did look very real.” With regards to his career

wedding, actually.”

developed the fresh food side out of a personal

in film, he jokes about missing the fourteen-

desire for fresh, home cooking that didn’t involve

hour days the most. “I do miss the group

Dave says he knew that Mark and Kelly,

table service. “We figured if we were looking for

of people that I’d been working with. I like

combined, would have what it takes to get

it, others would be, too.”

working in a team environment, and with all

Rocket launched. “I knew that Kelly was quite

my successful projects, Rocket included, I have

experienced in marketing, and Mark had

Of all their exotic, delicious items in the

had magnificent people working with me.”

worked as a project manager. Those were skill

fresh food section, it’s Rocket’s take on two

sets that we could definitely use. Also, they

basic food items that have become go-to items

The hectic lifestyle he alludes to, of his and

had been to St John’s before, and seemed to

for their many regulars: the fish cakes and the

Kelly’s previous life in Toronto, was also part

like the place. Add that to the fact that they had

mammoth sausage rolls. Of the fishcake craze,

of the draw for them to move here. Kelly

expressed some dissatisfaction with their life in

Kelly jokes that the reason might be as simple

says, “We actually decided to embark on this

Toronto, and I thought it was worth a try.”

as the fact their fishcakes are “made by real

adventure because we thought, in a smaller

people! And the fact that there’s actually fish

town, we’d have more time to spend with our

Hopley has a knack for spotting opportunity in

in the fishcakes.” That’s the straightforward

sons, Jesse and Callum.” Laughing, she adds

St. John’s, from his role in starting up Living

answer. Mark’s answer alludes to the mystery

that “we were totally wrong on that front, but

Planet all those years ago, to helping Keep

of the mouth-watering cakes. “I was never a

we do have more flexibility, are able to come

Station Radio get started this month, but

fishcake kind of guy, and seafood has always

and go to take the boys to hockey and so on.”

like Mansell and McGann, it was chance that

been second or third choice

As for settling into St. John’s, now that it’s

brought him here. “Originally I ended up here

for me from any menu

been about three years, Kelly says, “I love,

because I married a Newfoundlander. But

(including my mom’s), but

love the community here! I admire the culture,

as far as entrepreneurial opportunity goes,

these savoury treats never

but I’m horrified by how the pedestrians take

I thought St. John’s was full of possibilities.

fail to satisfy me.” Me either,

their lives in their hands by being forced to

I arrived here fifteen years ago, when the

and don’t get me started on

walk in the streets all winter long.” Mark

economy was turning around, retail rents

their in-house tartar sauce.

10% OFF
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Paul Frecker Audio:
The Audiophile’s Audiophile
Paul Frecker runs his business
with a fitting motto, “Paul
Frecker is not normal.” Normal
isn’t good enough when it comes
to quality customer service.

Everything that’s related to audio-visual,

exposure to a turntable, that by definition has

essentially. Turntables, interestingly enough,

to be connected to an amplifier and a decent

have come back big time in the last few years.

set of speakers, and it’s a different world than

But before that, it was CD players, and now,

compressed MP3s coming through six-dollar

moving into the twenty-first century, it’s digital

earbuds. But like I said, that might be my

streamers. What we’re listening to here now is

audiophile personality coming through.

coming in from the UK. Also, front projection

There are no pushy salespeople

home theatre, a wide array of speakers, and all

Have you seen vinyl make a

at Paul Frecker audio, because

the associated electronics you’d need: power

comeback like this in the past?

conditioners, amps, receivers. So, basically,

No. When I started in this business, vinyl

there is only Paul, in his house,

full service audio-video.

and the experience is one on one.
Why do you think turntables are

was really the only quality source. It continued
for years and years, but as the CD caught on,
people rapidly abandoned vinyl. It went almost

Paul Frecker
Thinks You Need
Professional
Help
turntable, or an old-fashioned one?
Generally, the newer models. If you get one
at the level of the Rega RP-1 or the Pro-ject
Debut, there’s a lot of engineering that’s gone
in there now. What’s shifted over the years
is a focus on the structural elements of the
turntable, for example, the way the arm is
put together. A turntable is a micro-vibration
sensor, first and foremost. At the time
turntable technology was changing, this was
a revelation. Skeptics didn’t think you could
make a turntable sound any different just by
making it out of something different. Rega

Paul is a kind and outrageously

on such a resurgence?

knowledgeable man, and 2014 marks forty

It’s interesting to speculate. I guess the

At which point it started showing a little bit of

years of experience in his field. As this

marketing person in me says it’s become cool,

life, and then it just suddenly went bang. The

interview will show you, his highly unusual

and once something becomes trendy, that’s

only market I saw during those ten years were

method of booked appointments ought

all it takes for people to jump in on it. But the

replacement bits and pieces from people who

not to be so unusual.

audiophile in me says it’s because a lot of the

were committed to high-end turntables and

That’s one approach they do.

digital audio people have been exposed to,

needed a new cartridge, or stylus, that sort of

And the reason the carbon

You’re known as the go-to turntable guy

mainly compressed MP3, is not very good

thing. No one came looking for a new turntable.

fibre arm sounds different is

for vinyl enthusiasts, but what else

when you compare it to a high-resolution

do you sell here?

source like vinyl. People hear that first

dormant from the mid-nineties until about 2005.

was one of the leaders in that.
Pro-ject Debut’s big schtick seems
to be their use of a carbon fibre arm?

because it has a different
What’s better, as a rule: a modern

resonate signature

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL

SHOP PORTRAIT
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There are two turntables that own what I would call the entry level,

T

high-quality market. Those are the Rega RP-1, and the Pro-ject Debut.

plastic. Also, if you buy a fifty dollar
turntable, you’re not getting any

of, “The sale is ending tomorrow,

the biggest mistakes I see in the vinyl world is

so you better get it now.“

people buying surround sound receivers when
they should be buying stereo amplifiers. If you’re

sound advantage over a
download on iTunes.

And I hear you’ll match prices?

never going to hook it up to video, what you

If your quote is coming from an authorized

need is a good, two-channel amplifier to enjoy
your vinyl, but some stores will sell you on, Oh

So at what price point can we shop

dealer, anywhere in Canada, I’ll either match

to avoid damaging records, and, start

it, or I’ll tell you it’s a great deal, go get it. It’s

from various other materials that are used.

hearing a quality difference?

usually not as difficult as you think to match

This doesn’t necessarily make it better, just

About three hundred dollars. Below that,

prices. I have the overhead advantage. I’m not

To clew this up, what can shoppers

different. Like how using a set of vinyl strings on

you’re going to be into relatively high tracking

running a massive store with forty employees.

expect from a shopping experience here?

a guitar would change its sound. Pro-ject has

forces. Once you drop below the hundred and

gone that way, whereas Rega has gone for a

fifty dollar mark, you’re into brutal.

this home theatre receiver will do all that.

Concern for their genuine needs. We’ll work
Why shouldn’t we just buy the speakers or

within your budget limitations and we’ll achieve

the receiver that’s on sale in a box store?

what you’re hoping to achieve, no matter how

For people unfamiliar with the one-on-

Sometimes, no reason. You can get good

long it takes. We’ll figure out your end goal:

Comes down to personal taste, then?

one Paul Frecker shopping experience,

deals at those stores. But price is not where

what do you want from your music? And I do

To some extent it does. I can demo both for

explain how it works.

the discussion should be. Obviously price is

a customer, and some will go one way, and

As a rule, it starts with an email, sometimes

important, I don’t expect people to pay extra for

some will go the other, depending, yes, on

a phone call, followed by a visit here, to narrow

exactly the same thing, but price is a poor way

personal tastes.

down the choices by having the two of us

to choose a product. Price can be a distraction.

demo and listen to a few set-ups, and talk

Let’s talk instead about what you need. One of

tighter bearing in the arm, among other things.

We’ve mentioned Pro-ject a few times.

about them. Usually the customer will take the

The Pro-ject Debut is a real favourite

speakers home to try and find the right voicing

among modern vinyl enthusiasts.

for their room. Now that so many people are

Do you agree it’s a good turntable?

going the turntable route, they come out and

It is. There are two turntables that own what

find the right turntable, come back later for the

market. Those are the Rega RP-1, and the
Pro-ject Debut. There’s a few others out there
in the same sort of price range, but they don’t
come close in engineering.
A lot of people are buying cheap
turntables to get in on the vinyl trend.
Why shouldn’t people listen to records
on cheap turntables?
It’s a major issue, to both record vendors and
people in the audio industry. A fifty-dollar
turntable will trash a record. It might not even
track the record, and then people assume
the record is defective, when the problem is
their turntable. With a cheap turntable, these
people are going to damage their thirty-dollar
record, the very first time they play it. Records
are plastic, they deform to a degree under any
stylus, because diamond is a lot harder than

movies? The customer can feel that they’ve
made the right decision, and be happy with
their decision. It’s never about a
twenty-four hour sale here.

receiver, and then later again for the speakers.
The turntable part is easy, you know your
budget, finding the right speakers is where we
take our time, because there’s so many options
in the same price point.
Sounds like a perfect shopping
experience, especially getting
to audition things.
It’s not unusual for people to take a month,
or two, or three, to settle on a purchase, and
I think that’s the strength of doing business
this way. First of all, I have the time. I’m not
managing a store, and secondly I can afford to
have the inventory out and about in people’s

Heating
& Ventilation Contracting
Installation, Retrofitting & Repairs
SPECIALIZING IN

homes, whereas a retail operation can’t let
customers take speakers home to try out! Can
you imagine a retail store saying, Here, take this
home for three days and tell me what you think.
There’s no pressure here, and the customers
can truly get what they’re after. It’s not a matter

We Can
Help Cut
Your Energy
Costs!

Hot Water Heating System Repairs & Efficiency Upgrades & Zoning

Call Adam for a Free Estimate

709-740-3406

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

I would call the entry level, high-quality

video here, so what do you want from your
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CITY MATTERS

WITH

SHEILAGH O’LEARY

(Un)Equal Voice
in the City
It’s all the buzz these days.
The media are onto it and

lack of women considering running for office?

could see the possibility in someone like me,

elections are on

Statistics prove the latter, and Equal Voice is

so we developed an informal mentorship and a

the doorstep and

working to do something about it.

wonderful friendship. She is a woman I deeply

waning once ballots

respect, and who has graciously offered her

are cast. With a

lifetime to this city.

renewed energy,

Equal Voice is a national, multi-partisan
organization dedicated to electing more

some new politicos

women to all levels of political office in Canada.

The Federation of Municipalities launched

have gathered to

It regards the equal representation of women

a campaign, Getting To 30% by 2026. The

organize an upcoming

in Canada’s parliament, in our provincial/

United Nations defines 30% as the minimum

event, Equal Voice

territorial legislatures, and on municipal and

percentage of women required for government

Forum, Saturday, April 26th at St. John’s City

band councils, as a fundamental question of

to reflect women’s concerns. Women need to

Hall. The aim of the forum is to offer interested

fairness for women in terms of their access

build a strong political presence in order to

women an opportunity to learn what it takes

Our very own St. John’s City Council, the capital

to Canada’s democratic institutions. Equal

bring a diverse and necessary perspective to

to run or work for political office. It will

city of Newfoundland & Labrador, has not a

Voice Works with all political parties, raises

the table. Based on current statistics, Canada

undoubtedly be an interesting discussion with

woman in sight. Last fall’s election brought

awareness, conducts outreach with young

would need 1,408 more women in elected

female politicians sharing experiences. Under

in an all male council, an anomaly that has

women, and encourages women to run for

office today to reach the 30% target. That

the guidance of interim chair, Lynn Hammond,

not existed since 1969. At the same time,

office. Mentorship and candidate shadowing

means increasing the number of women in

we have gathered an organizing group of

our provincial representatives report a mere

is essential in growing the confidence of

municipal government by roughly one hundred

women that includes lawyers, consultants, and

eight females of the forty-eight elected MHA

women considering politics. Shannie Duff,

every year for the next fourteen years.

communications gals, all with a desire to be

members, despite having had the influence

former mayor/deputy mayor of St. John’s, had

of a first-time female premier. Is it a case of

a huge impact on my own decision to run for

Our local chapter of Equal Voice has ebbed

for our communities. For more information

women not getting elected, or is it simply a

city councilor. She was sharp, fine-tuned, and

and flowed over the years, growing when

contact NL@equalvoice.ca. Pencil it in!

THE AFTERWORD
WITH DAVID BENSON

Uncounted and unaccountable millions of

Having been bribed with what are

But here, there is no Leftist party, no Leftist

dollars are siphoned off the public exchequer

euphemistically called “campaign

politicians. All parties are Rightist; all make

for various slush funds to subsidize the private

contributions,” politicians are well looked

the same soothing noises at election time,

profit of crony capitalists who masquerade as

after when they retire, turning up as high level

saying all the same things, vacuous and

entrepreneurs while lecturing the rest us about

apparatchiks in the offices of the very corporate

saccharine, that they think the electorate

fiscal responsibility. Public services are cut and

elite they served throughout their careers.

wants to hear. All are riddled with either

people are feeling the scales
tipping. Where are all the
women in local governance?

Nothing Left
In The Need for a New Party,
published in 1931, American

laid off in the name of saving money, while new
positions are conjured up for grossly overpaid
upper management officials. Governments

John Dewey, wrote, “As long

shirk their responsibilities and contract out
their sworn duties to expensive, self-serving,
frequently incompetent and unqualified private

society by big business, the

“consultants” whose so-called “solutions”

attenuation of the shadow will

involve increased cost to the general public to

not change the substance.”

authoritarian, right wing control freaks

the actual workers who do important jobs are

philosopher and educator
as politics is the shadow cast on

in an optimal position to make smart choices

pay for their bloated consulting fees.
It is sad but true that one rarely sees the

Meanwhile, on election day, people who

pretending to be democrats or else gormless,

have an interest in the maintenance of public

gutless, political opportunists pretending to

services, sometimes a personal interest,

have integrity. That former campaign workers

dutifully line up to vote for their mortal

for the NDP could countenance helping a

enemies and then express outrage when

former president of the St. John’s Board of

they are betrayed.

Trade run for the Liberals is evidence enough.

In a place like this, with the vast majority of

There’s nothing Left.

the population composed of public employees,
industrial and resource extraction workers,

David Benson is a writer and the owner of

students, low-wage retail workers, and seniors

Afterwords Bookstore on Water Street.

and their families, as well as a considerable

In Newfoundland, there is not even any

elites protesting government decisions.

attempt at attenuation. The interchangeable

Rather, it is ordinary citizens, whether at a

Liberal-Tory political tag team makes no

municipal, provincial or federal level, who are

effort to thin or reduce the shadow, but

constantly fighting against those they elected

blithely insists that what is good for its

to serve them. Those elected to represent the

politicians would be afraid to be at large in

corporate friends and masters must, against

public interest are in open alliance with the

daylight, unable to muster a sufficient number

all evidence, be good for the population.

purveyors of private greed.

of supporters for a game of cards.

cadre of unemployed, one would think that a
Leftist party would almost permanently form
the government, kept in check by an Official
Opposition of the Centre-Left and that Rightist

IMAGE BY BOYD CHUBBS
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The Notional
Puncheon
When local real
estate mogul Charlie
Oliver announced that,
instead of running for
the Tory leadership, he
was going to sponsor a think

at some threshold age
■

tank to tackle the intractable
problems facing Newfoundland
and Labrador, some joked a

■

barrel was a more apt vessel in

Certainly, to meet heritage guidelines, the
than a National Think Tank we need
a Notional Puncheon.
It’s a capital idea. Boom or no we remain a tiny

Asphalt does not work as a road surfacing
Big Oil owns and/or influences many
MBAs make a company more profitable,

So I provide a short list of things that you
cannot say in town as inaugural talking points
for the institute or tank or tub or whatever it
ends up being called.
■

The future price of commodities (including
energy) cannot be predicted with accuracy

■

Despite ceaseless crowing to the contrary,
Newfoundlanders don’t actually much
care for, and so do not in any meaningful
way, support their own arts and culture

■

A solution to both the unfunded pension
liability and the skyrocketing cost of health
care is to have people die sooner by 		
denying them life-extending care

How is it Newfoundlanders are so self-

mainland?
Forget Blackouts ’94 and 2014, the real
worry is Starve-Out 20XX, as we only have
seven days food supply on the island
■

winter has created a radical urban design

Monderman was a Dutch traffic engineer

approbation from the crowd on the 		

getting bad news before it’s too late.

is, this city’s disregard for pedestrians in

the streets are naked.

congratulatory and yet in constant need of

a Notional Puncheon increases the odds of

summer. Which is remarkable. The fact

one Hans Monderman (1945-2008).

actually bear to watch it

■

from here, so you’re not used

pavement markings so badly,

Few defenders of CBC television can 		

it’s sort of a self-fulfilling prophecy. Having

casualties are no higher in winter than in

Naked Streets are the invention of

■

say shit if his mouth was full of it,” because

especially when you’re not

to conduct business (as opposed to a place

challenging ideas in so small and close-knit

don’t anymore hear the expression, “Wouldn’t

Services for the City of St. John’s,

trucks have shredded the

There’s a surfeit of hockey

someone you’ve offended within the week. You

to Dawn Corner, the manager of Traffic

As we come to define the nation as a place

■

■

slog, especially in winter,

fact, according

hinted at above, bears scrutiny.

and isolated population. It’s difficult to float

to hear and you will come face to face with

Walking in St John’s is a

those trucks? The pickup

less fun, and shorter lived

a community. Say things people don’t want

there aren’t. In

experiment. The notion of “Naked Streets,”

politicians and most news media in Canada
■

fatalities.

Rain: frozen needles. And

material in our climate
■

pedestrian

It’s not viable to provide ferry service to

the revenue side

container should be made of wood. Rather

But the fact is,

reports of

costs is profiteering

has to contribute much more than 14% to
■

BY JACOB ALLDERDICE

aren’t daily

to it. Stores: on the horizon.

of which we are citizens) corporate taxation

which to ferment local ideas.

a miracle there

A significant cause of soaring health care

everyone who wants it
■

Guinea Pigs on
the Naked Streets
of St John’s
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St. John’s City Council doesn’t grasp
some central concepts of urban 		
development because some members
are too stunned

The vessel is going to have to be enormous to
accommodate the deep thinking required to
address our problems. I doubt we any longer
have the coopers capable of fashioning such
a thing from staves. Maybe it should be made
of reinforced fiberglass or some newfangled
composite. The way things have been going
we’ll end up buying a used think tank from a
Scandinavian country and shipping it over here
only to find it only takes Danish ideas.

Then there’s the city’s sidewalk snowclearing practices. Other Canadian cities
require residents to clear sidewalks
of snow, and the result is people with
strollers, or wheelchairs, or babes-in-arm,
or even just delivering the mail, can walk
safely. But in St John’s, the sidewalk is
where you store snow from the road.
Anyone who walks around this city in
winter knows this. Even sidewalks on the
city’s sidewalk clearing list (some ninetyfive streets) get half-hearted service. Half

who showed, through his work in the
late 20th century, that roads are safest for
all when stripped of the common signs
and markings the majority of us take for
granted: stop signs, curbs, speed limit
signs, road paint, etc. He demonstrated
that instead of separating vehicles from
civic spaces, the safest streets are actually
those where the familiar barriers and
signifiers dissolve. Monderman advocated
drivers and pedestrians alike be treated as
rational, empathetic beings. Cars will slow
down; pedestrians will take care.
Sound familiar?

the time you’re walking along and find
your way arbitrarily blocked. You have to

The fact is, the urban winterscape of St.

be a mountain climber to proceed. Or else,

John’s is an opportunity, not a crisis. The

where the sidewalk has been cleared, it’s

fact is, it offers a rare opportunity to study

subsequently rained and the thing is a

“in the field” streets where pedestrians,

sheet of ice.

cars, bicyclists, including the elderly and
infirm, swirl in a mish-mash of contested

The result is everyone walks in the road.

space. In this environment, where road

Old folks with canes. Guys pushing

signs, curb edges, sidewalks, and other

shopping carts full of empties. Moms

markings are banished, it remains up

with toddlers enroute to school.

to the human beings involved to make

Suits with briefcases.

meaningful contact, to safely share the
available space.

It doesn’t matter what street you’re on.
Topsail road, with traffic pushing 90 km/hr,

Only, how does it feel to be

or Gower street, with its hills and slower

a human guinea pig?

drivers, or twee Battery Road (where there
are no sidewalks regardless). Folks walk

Jacob Allderdice is an architect and

in the road when it snows in St. John’s. It’s

urban designer who lives in St John’s.
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I left feeling
excited for
the future of
Fogo.

pig’s head for the first time. I’ve
been served by Wolf Gang Puck in
Beverly Hills, and listen, when Chef
Perrin placed the pig’s head in front
of me I was equally amazed. Chef
McDonald’s dishes were inventive. He

had the mind of a philosopher (which I think
is a prerequisite for being a great chef). His
ingredients are local, and from places on the
historical shipping routes of Newfoundland’s
nautical past. Cool.
There’s no hipster service at this inn: it felt

MUN
Cinema
Series
March 2014

down home yet world class. After being forced
to stay an extra night because of problems
with the ferry, they arranged for us to take a
plane to Gander. They even took our vehicles
back. The Inn’s “ambassador” is Paddy Barry.

How Zita Cobb
Changed the
Fate of Fogo
BY KIRK PENNEY

voice of Alan Doyle, “B’ys this is Zita.” Straight
away I asked her how one goes about building
such a complex structure in such a remote
place. The idea for the Inn came to Zita while
she was at a boutique hotel in Spain. Ironic,
given that the Spanish/Basques were among
the first to set foot on Fogo. The name Fogo
is derived from the Spanish word Fuego --

As far as I can tell, the story
of the Fogo Island Inn began

meaning Fire. Apparently the b’ys saw a fire.
Zita said that serendipity played a role in the

with Resettlement. Fogo

Inn’s creation. She told her hairstylist that

Islanders were told they had

she was in need of a Newfoundland architect.

to trade in their homes, and

The stylist knew of a Newfoundland architect
working in New York City, Nick Herder. They

heritage, for modern comfort.

called Nick from the styling chair. Pretty soon

They told Smallwood’s

he found himself on Fogo, helping make

He is basically a singing and dancing concierge.
Paddy is truly a Newfoundland treasure.

Wadjda

It takes the collective effort of a community

DIRECTED BY HAIFAA AL-MANSOUR

working in concert to build such greatness
as the Inn and the Shorefast Foundation. The
Pharos did not build the pyramids alone. But
make no mistake, we are talking about Fogo
is ultimately the reason why Fogo is attracting
rock stars, architects and world class chefs.
Under her leadership, hundreds of people

Just as we saw the province flourish under
the leadership of Danny Williams, when
vision, they too dream bigger and get things

Gerhy was raised around the bay and you

done. The result: everyone’s life becomes

could rent a room in his mind. That’s what

richer. I left feeling excited about the future of

The co-op gave them the leverage needed

the Inn feels like. The place is adorned with

Fogo. Why? Because what Zita and her team

to stay. This entrepreneurial spirit, and the

custom-designed furniture (my favourite

have created is a focal point for our growing

pride of keeping the resettlement wolf away,

pieces created by Nick Herder). Each bed has

Newfoundland intelligentsia. A place for

seeped into the mind of Zita Cobb.

an original quilt depicting the history of rural

inspiration and plans to be hatched. The Fogo

Newfoundland. And the views are unreal.

Island Inn is a physical manifestation of the

Zita is the brains behind the Fogo Island Inn,

In addition to the main building, there are

dream of a great mind. Furthermore, the Inn

and the creator of the Shorefast Foundation.

several artist houses scattered along the

will act as a beacon which will draw people in

Shorefast’s mandate is essentially to promote

coast. These houses host artists from around

from around the globe just as the legendary

Fogo and the Change Islands to the world.

the world who have been selected by The

fuego lured the Basque there before.

I met Zita on my first night at the Inn. Fogo

Shorefast Foundation for a termed residency.
As far as I can tell, this was Zita Cobb’s plan

luxury hotel. I sat at the beautifully crafted

I was at the Inn for the “Over the Stove &

bar with my friend, Hollywood film composer,

on the Mic” event. Chef Murray McDonald

Keith Power. Our Champagne-infused

shared his kitchen with Chef Todd Perrin

conversation was interrupted by the hardy

of Mallard Cottage and Alan Doyle. I tried

DIRECTED BY ASGHAR FARHADI

Shorefast Foundation possible.

is Todd Saunders: a genius. Imagine if Frank

Island “Inn” is actually a twenty-nine suite

The Past (Le passé)

rallied to make The Fogo Island Inn and The

people have a strong leader with a clear

started a fishing co-op.

MAR
13

Island today because of Zita Cobb. Her vision

Newfoundland history. The building’s architect

Government to shag-off, and

MAR
6

all along -- you gotta go.
Kirk Penney is a songwriter who splits his
time between St. John’s & Nashville.

Empire of Dirt

MAR
20

DIRECTED BY PETER STEBBINGS

MAR
27

Tim’s Vermeer
DIRECTED BY TELLER

Thursdays @ 7:00 pm
Cineplex Theatres, Avalon Mall
WWW.MUN.CA/CINEMA
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/ BY CATHY NEWHOOK

No Place Like Home?
The Newcomer
Experience in
Labrador West

members at the Harris Centre’s Regional

situation. Dr. Delores Mullings, assistant

One of the challenges the research team

Workshop in Lab West last March told

professor with Memorial’s School of Social

faces is maintaining the anonymity of the

us. Despite the uncertainty created by the

Work, along with Dr. Willow Anderson, a

individuals participating in the study. The

announced closure of the Wabush Mines,

per course instructor in communication

workers are often sponsored to the province

and news of a potential buyer and a new

studies, quickly saw the importance of

by their employers, so there’s always the fear

mine, the region’s typically red-hot economy

the project and pulled together a research

that participating could lead to problems. “It’s

has frequently resulted in a labour gap.

and advisory team, including a host of

hard for people to feel comfortable speaking

Temporary foreign workers, many from the

people from organizations with an interest

out in a small community. We will be keeping

Philippines, have helped to fill this need.

in helping out, including the Labrador

the data of participants in the strictest of

This situation should really be mutually

West Status of Women Council, the Royal

confidence following the university’s research

look like home to the growing

beneficial (the temporary workers are eager

Newfoundland Constabulary, the Consulate

ethics protocol,” said Dr. Mullings. With lots

number of temporary foreign

for good paying jobs and the businesses

of the Philippines, and the Labrador West

of recent debate over the lack of growth in

need workers) but some residents suspect

Chamber of Commerce.“It is really important

this province, the project has implications

the temporary workers are at a higher

for us to reach out to the community and to

beyond Labrador West. “As a province

risk of both mistreatment and isolation.

the people directly affected – we plan to work

we recognize the need for immigration. I

The Harris Centre (their job is to make

with the community rather than presume

hope this work will help shape policies and

connections between needs and opportunities

to be the experts on the issue,” said Dr.

programs in the province to make sure that

in communities and research and expertise at

Mullings. “By making sure the community

people feel welcome, not exploited.” said Dr.

For many, fitting into the community and

Memorial) shared concerns with researchers

and individuals affected are the ones shaping

Mullings. “It’s about developing programs

finding housing and a good job can be tough

at Memorial, asking around to see if anyone

the research questions, we can be sure the

and services that make people want to stay

– at least that’s what some community

would like to take a closer look at the

project is relevant to the people affected.”

and make their homes here.”

The snow-covered landscape
of Labrador West might not

workers in Labrador West,
but the weather is just one of
many new experiences facing
newcomers.

Then his father died young, at 53, and Dawson

La-Z-Boy. The idea came to me that I wanted

their wisdom in St.

suddenly found himself rethinking his life, and

to do something for other people, and I didn’t

John’s, including

his plans for the future. He admits he was

want it to be about me. I thought of a few

Deepak Chopra,

facing the question that has plagues many of

different mask ideas, and then it eventually

who is coming

us, from time to time, What’s the purpose of

came to me, ‘Oh, hey! Genies grant wishes!’”

here in August. The

this life, anyway?

Blue in the
Face: I Am Genie
Foundation Founder
Josh Dawson
BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN

idea is that since
Within a month, it had begun. His I Am Genie

the Genie can’t

“When something [like your father passing]

Foundation has raised over a million dollars

grant every wish

happens, you take stock of your own life. I

worth of wishes, and visited seventy to eighty

requested, they’re

remember taking all Dad’s stuff out, after he

different cities across North America. Heroes,

giving people the tools to fulfill their own

was gone, and thinking, ‘Does any of this stuff

nominated by friends or colleagues, including

dreams.“It just keeps growing,” he says, “Now

even matter?’ And that’s when I started to think

everyone from cancer survivors to unsung

we’re here in Los Angeles talking to people

about what really did matter in life.”

community stalwarts, could be treated to

about creating a reality show. If that happens,

flying fighter jets, racing cars, staying in

it’ll just keep getting bigger.”

Dawson was determined to start doing some

luxury hotels, taking part in any number of

good by making a very real, day-to-day

VIP experiences, cooking with celebrity

One thing that won’t change, according to

difference in the lives of others. He went from

chefs and much, much more.

Dawson, is the basic mission: to do good deeds

being in an understandable, existential crisis,

for others. “I don’t have an end game, per se,”

Less than five years ago, Josh

to being in a blue silicon genie mask and garish

The money comes from several sources, but

he says. “The ‘game’ is to expand love and

Dawson was an ambitious,

red suit, all to travel across North America

primarily from corporate sponsors happy to

consciousness throughout the world. So no,

with the express purpose of granting wishes.

help out (and get their products seen). Revenue

I don’t have an end game. I have a moment-

According to Dawson, the whole thought

is also generated from hosted events. Dawson

to-moment game.” Deepak Chopra will

process took him less than ten minutes. “I was

explains part of the event strategy is to bring

be speaking on August 2, 2014 at Jack

in Montréal, recovering from a big night in a

high-profile, inspirational speakers to share

Byrne Arena, Torbay.

successful young professional,
making plenty of money, and
very much enjoying the good life.
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KEEP STATION
RADIO

PHOTOS BY JOEL UPSHALL

IS COMING

These last few years, many

and what they have as a community.”

At the time of this interview, Justin’s goal

month ago, when Dave said, Hey, remember

bright-minded locals have

Davis is no stranger to the local music

was to have Keep Station up and running for

that idea for a radio station? Why don’t we

scene, nor promoting it. For years, Justin

March 1st. “Hopefully,” he says, laughing at

really make a run at this, I’d really be willing to

stopped complaining about what

Davis and Adam Penney have run Heavy

the mammoth workload of the undertaking. “It

help make it happen. So Dave and Felicity have

St. John’s lacks, and started

Weather, an operation that films intimate live

won’t be a full-scale operation of everything we

really been the instigators that fuelled me to

solving those problems.

performances of local acts, and puts them on

intend to be, but March first will be our starting

pursue this and made me feel like, okay, yes,

the web for all the world to see.

point, give or take. We’ll be putting up some

we should and could do this.” Hopley offered up

playlists and the details of our first programs,

the space formerly occupied by Ebb & Flow on

to give everyone a feel for what our goal is.”

Water Street. “Dave owns the building,” Davis

Thanks to Mightypop, more bands than ever
tour to Newfoundland, and thanks to Rocket

His latest venture, the radio station, is called

Bakery, we finally have a proper Montreal-style

Keep Station Radio. Naming it wasn’t too

deli for food-on-the-run. The origins of Keep

hard. Davis had a dozen names left over from

He’s had the idea to start a radio station for

Station Radio follow suit. “All I want,” Justin

the arduous task of naming Heavy Heather. “It

quite some time, but credits the enthusiasm

Roberts and Hopley aren’t the only helping

Davis says, laughing, “is to be able to drive

means to stand on a certain point on water,

of Dave Hopley and his partner Felicity

hands he’s had. He’s been meeting regularly

around in my own truck and hear good radio.”

as in, a boat will keep station on water at a

Roberts as the real push he needed to get

with some of the hosts of his first few

His vision is a true community radio station:

certain point. Plus, the word ‘station’ has a

started. Dave Hopley is behind many of St.

programs (details on these programs are

one that plays local music, and one that airs

radio feel, and there’s the notion of keep our

John’s’ most notable places, including Rocket

mentioned near the end of the article). With a

locally focussed programs. “I love radioshows

station, keep our community, so I thought,

Bakery and Living Planet. Davis mentioned the

vision in line, the right people behind him, and

that really cherish what they have locally,

Yeah, that works!”

idea to Hopley a while back. “It wasn’t until a

a place to get started, Davis’s long-term goal is

says, “and it’s ours to use for now.”
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to get Keep Station Radio to the level of an FM
broadcast. “We’re going to start out online, as

I think we need this station for all the
people who love local music, or even love
it a little bit, because maybe this will help
them love it even more. We need this
for the people who appreciate what our
community has to offer. And for those
who want to appreciate it more.

streaming radio, with podcasts of our programs
available for download. This will give us a
good sense of which shows are working, what
works on which night. These sorts of things
will give us good insight for future growth, as
we wait for everything to be approved with
CRTC.” CRTC is short for Canadian RadioTelevision Telecommunications Commission.
The federal government created the CRTC to
regulate and supervise radio broadcasting in
Canada. According to CRTC’s mandate, Keep
Station needs to prove itself as a “worldclass communication system that promotes
innovation and enriches the lives of its listeners.”
As they await CRTC approval for a low-wattage
broadcast, they’ll be starting out as evening
radio, streaming at www.keepstation.ca. “Three
hours a night,” he says, “with a format of two
hours of music, and a one-hour program. So
we’ll stream the three hours, and at the end,
we’ll upload the three one-hour podcasts.
People can then download them after we’ve
streamed them.”

L E F T TO R I G H T: D AV E H O P L E Y, F E L I C I T Y R O B E R T S , J U S T I N D AV I S ( P H O T O B Y J O E L U P S H A L L )

can hear them now.” That certainly helps with

of their program will be about, well, being a

will do a Remix ’86 Hour of electronic music on

touring, as well as album downloads. And even

wholesome person in St. John’s, and how to

Saturday nights. Ian MacDonald will be doing a

within Newfoundland, not everyone is hearing

do so, “with shows on healthy cooking, healthy

show much like Ira Glass’s This American Life

all our musicians, because they’re not coming

lifestyles, maybe a knitting piece,” but it’ll be

or Jonathan Goldstein’s Wiretap. Davis cites

out to the shows – most of which happen after

fun because it’s Katie and Andrea – among St.

This American Life as one of his own personal

midnight when half the city is asleep. Many

John’s sweetest, most wholesome personas –

favourite radioshows. And Davis was a truck

of these people would love access to what’s

and the station will have to bleep out some of

driver for seven years, before starting Heavy

happening in the local music scene.

their un-wholesome, expletive enthusiasm. A

Weather with Adam Penney, so he knows a

fun shtick for a show. Wholesome
“Looking at it the other way,” Justin adds,

as beep. There’ll be a

“We’ll be able to play other people’s music from

literature hour as

across Canada, so when they come here, more

well, with Chelsea

people might come out to their shows. Instead

Patey, featuring readings

of a band wanting to tour here and wondering
Streaming is important to Justin. “To me,

if they have a fanbase here, we can say we’ve

the whole essence of community radio is the

been spinning your tracks quite frequently,

image of people tuned into the same thing, and

and we know people are digging your stuff, so

listening to it together ... hearing things at the

yes, maybe you should come here. And they

same time. Whereas if we just put up podcasts,

can come here and play a gig and actually

you lose that community radio feel, and people

make some money, instead of getting here and

are just going to be downloading it at different

playing to an empty bar, you know?”

times.” A perk of posting the podcasts though,
is the endless archive it will create, of local

Speaking of money, the radio station will be

music and local radio shows. “The longer we

directly putting more coin into the pocket of our

do this, the bigger the archive. Local cafes,

musicians. “We are going to be fully licensed

for example, can play these playlists of local

through SOCAN and RE:Sound, so we will be

music, all day long, even though we’re not yet

paying royalties.” Every month Keep Station

streaming or broadcasting in the days.”

will send in a track record of what songs they
played, how many times, and in what manner

The great thing about being online, and not

(a playlist versus a themed program, etc) and

broadcasting, is that it makes Keep Station’s

places like SOCAN have a method of devising

playlists and programs accessible to people

what to pay these artists.

outside of St. John’s, and even those outside
the province. “A lot of people are interested in

As it is a community radio station, Davis wants

Newfoundland, and in Newfoundland’s music,

to have the kinds of unique radio programs

and now they can tune into it. Keep Station

that not every station can do. For instance,

will allow our local musicians to reach a wider

Katie Baggs and Andrea Vincent will be doing a

audience, because people outside the province

show called “Wholesome as F@ck.” The basis

of people’s short stories,
poetry, “recitations is another

thing or two about the importance of
good radio – truck driving
may well be the ultimate
radio-listening profession.
“I just came across another
good show,” he says, “It’s called
99% Invisible. It’s done by a man

thing I’d love our station to involve,”

named Roman Mars. And basically he

Davis says, “even things as simple

finds stories about the things in your

as recording the storyteller’s circle

everyday life that you never notice.”

at The Crow’s Nest, so more people
than just those thirty or forty people
in attendance can hear these things that

Justin also wants to host a live
performance hour, from nine to ten pm.

make our city interesting.”

“People would get to hear a band like The

Among other shows, there’ll be a Comedy

two or three am. So this can allow bands like

Hour, with rising star comedian (and Overcast
columnist) Matt Wright. Davis himself
intends to do an interview show akin to Jian
Ghomeshi’s Q of CBC Radio. Felicity Roberts,
mentioned before, and another man involved,
Bryan Power, each have experience with radio,
and they’ve been a real asset for Justin who
confesses radio is a new venture for him. Bryan
was one of several people Justin approached,
pitching the idea of them running a radioshow
on Keep Station. Justin Brake, of The
Independent, will be doing a newshour, Shawn
Hynes and Amy Fisher, of “Remix ‘86” fame,

Pathological Lovers, who never play live until
that to be heard and appreciated by a wider
audience, who might then come out to a late,
live show, because they really like their music,
but until now, hadn’t had a chance to hear them
because they play so late all the time.”
Or maybe they’re living three towns over, and
can’t get out to the shows. And
that’s the beauty of this
radio station: it can,
and will, broaden
the audience of so
much of what’s
happening here.

Find out more
about Keep Station
on their new
website!

keepstation
.ca
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

EMILY DEMING

Jam-Jam No-Bake
Booze Cakes

one. You can be the person who shows up
with not ONE cake, but FIVE. You will dirty
only one bowl and one utensil ... and dirtying
something with whipped cream is just a

You have a

precursor to licking something covered in

Courage

whipped cream. Good dirty.

APRIL
19+20.2014

26

KathrynBruniYoung

party to go
to tomorrow,

Take a cookie, dip it in the alcohol of your

you’re

choice, spread a spoonful of whipped

celebrating
something,
you said

dip another cookie, stack it on top of the
whipped cream, spread more cream, repeat.
This is your chance to pretend you are an
architect building a model for your amazing

something more than a six pack

new upcoming project! Impress us; add food

Ummm. Cake? Yes, cake! Everybody loves
cake. Even if you are not eating it (it’s got
glutens), a well-dressed cake says, “I like you
enough to dirty at least two bowls, a pan, a
spoon, a butter knife!”
But not everyone has time to dirty those

Joint Prep

cream onto it (whip your own if you can),

you would bring something,
for your own consumption.

WEEK-END

Strength

colouring to the whipped cream, stack up or
sideways. When your structure is complete,
cover the entire thing with the last of the
whipped cream. Put it in the fridge for 6-24

StAlraiiggnment
ht

hours. It will become soft, delicious, totally
cake-like and the internal layers will look
gorgeous when sliced. The perfect dessert
cocktail that you can eat with a fork. Cheers!
And you’re welcome.

Balance

pans and spoons and butter knives. Maybe
you’ve been working all week and sweating
over whether you need an accountant for

eat
this

your taxes this year; maybe your RPM

MOKSHA YOGA

Love Inversions

ST. JOHN’S

album from last month is still unfinished
and consists of you whistling variations of
the intro to “Patience,” finger-drumming on
your guitar and crying softly; maybe the front
entrance way is more dried salt than flooring;
maybe you keep thinking about Mexico. Can

Variations
■

Jam-Jams, brandy, whipped cream

■

Lemon Cremes, cointreau,
whipped cream

■

Ginger Snaps, Drambuie,
whipped cream

■

Chocolate wafers, whipped cream
(for the under-aged)

■

Milanos, strong coffee, rum/		
brandy/Kahlua, whipped cream: 		
Bootleg Tiramisu!

■

Saltines, peanut butter, banana 		
liqueur, whipped cream: The “Elvis”

you afford Mexico? Maybe you can barely
feed yourself, so how are you supposed to
bake someone else a whole cake? Maybe,
panicked, you slump down, rest your back
against the cupboard door, and open a pack of
Jam-Jams, eat the entire sleeve, and wash it
down with two fingers of brown liquor.
Let the sugar and booze get your mind
spinning, and don’t eat that second package
yet. Because, if you can stack blocks, track
down some whipping cream, and follow
simple instructions, than you can make FIVE
cakes in the time it usually takes to make

■

Chocolate Vanilla Cream Glutinos? 		
Sure! Vodka? You bet! ... whipped 		
cream welcomes all!

INTRO TO A STRONG PRACTICE//SAT.APRIL.19 //2PM-5PM
WHY+HOW WE BUILD STRENGTH IN THE BODY

HANDBALANCING FOR ALL LEVELS//SUN.APRIL.20//2PM-5PM
GAIN COURAGE IN INVERSIONS+HANDBALANCING

$100-BOTH SATURDAY AND SUNDAY WORKSHOPS //$60-WORKSHOPS INDIVIDUALLY

FOR DETAILED WORKSHOP OUTLINE VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM

10% OFF FOR VIP MEMBERS
SPACE IS LIMITED

REGISTER ONLINE OR AT MOKSHA YOGA ST. JOHN'S

FOLLOW MYSJ ON

709.753.0206
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Besides, it’s a couple inches of fabric. Why

P H O TO B Y D AV I D H O W E L L S

THE MOTHERLOAD

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

The Case for
Granny Panties

bother? Why not go commando and get that
authentic naked-under-there look you so
crave? Because you need something to create
a barrier between your slacks and your ooze
station. But your thong ain’t protecting nobody
except stockholders at Victoria’s Secret. Do
you even realize how close together your love
tunnel and your chocolate channel are? Try

Oh, the weird fashion trends

of the nineties, the thong was a top-selling

on your backside: HEY LOOK EVERYONE I’M

two inches or less. That thin strip of fabric

throughout history, from foot

undergarment and even had its own Grammy-

WEARING A THONG TH THONG THONG THONG.

is a germ highway paving the way for poopy

binding and colonial wigs
to torpedo bras and sagging
trousers.

particles to get to your panty hamster. And

nominated anthem with profound lyrics like

that’s not very sexy.

“Dat dress so scandalous ... see ya shakin’

Some women say thongs are more

that thang like who’s da ish ... she had dumps

comfortable than regular underwear, that

like a truck truck truck.”

it’s the fuller style that actually ride up the

I get the appeal of concealed panty lines, but

bunghole, necessitating the frequent “pants-

there’s got to be a better way that leaves my

But there’s one trend that has wedged itself

I don’t wear thongs, for the same reason I

up-me-ass pluck-down.” So, what, skip all the

asshole out of it. Personally, I’m a fan of the

so firmly into our mainstream culture, nobody

don’t wear a hand mixer between my whoopie

maintenance and get undies that are already

seamless panty. It’s a granny panty to hard-

stops to think how weird it really is.

cakes. But I know why many women do: to

halfway to your colon?

core thongers, I suppose. To them, I may as
well be wearing my mother’s satin fullbacks.

hide unsightly panty lines. I mean, god forbid
I’m talking about the thong. A descendant

anyone know you’re wearing underwear under

Admit it, hooker. Thongs are not about

But I don’t hear any visitors complaining up

of the loincloth, it’s been a leader in fabric

there. DISGUSTING. You must give the illusion

comfort. They’re about selling your ass to the

in here. The seamless panty hides panty lines

conservation and ass revelation for thousands

of being completely naked beneath those pants

world. Just like high heel shoes and lower

pretty well, and it’s still a comfortable, full

of years. But it soared to new, butt-flossing

at all times. Unless you’re a teenager flashing a

back tattoos and those jeans that give you

panty. Because I have a full ass.

heights in the 1990s along with Baywatch

“whale tail” – a g-string peeking out of low-rise

yeast infections but HOT DAMN LOOK AT THAT

I don’t do anything

ratings (and boners for Pamela Anderson’s

jeans, popular in the mid 2000s – which is less

SWEET ASS. Once again, we women sacrifice

half-assed, thank

bright-orange thong swimsuit). By the end

hiding the panty line and more of a 3D billboard

comfort in the name of beauty, and booty.

you very much.

have been warmer than others, but none so

of us have done that in our past or are doing it

need a relationship,

cold that they destroyed me. In February,

right now: staying with partners that treat us

but I did eventually

we had an insanely frosty Tuesday evening. I

poorly or don’t appreciate us because we don’t

want one. Maybe

was attempting to walk home from a class,

know how to be alone. I’m sure everyone has

it will be the same

complicated things, aren’t they?

but it was so cold that I ducked into Needs

been in a relationship that lasted a little while

for you.

Wild and strange, like little feral

on Military Road to call a cab. As soon as

after its expiry date, and that’s fine. It happens.

I hopped in the cab, I knew my driver had

But to stay for seven years, while someone

If you’re feeling

something to get off of his chest. We small

treats you terribly, is heartbreaking.

bad about the

LOVE AND MISS UNDERSTANDING

All or Nothing
Ah. Relationships are

cats, you have to be patient and
nurturing with them.

WITH

PEGGY TREMBLETT

talked our way down LeMarchant Road before

relationship that

he decided to spill his guts. We ended up

It made me wonder why we’re all so afraid

you’re in and you’ve made your concerns

You have to be able to coax them out of

parking in my driveway for a little while. I gave

to be alone, because being single isn’t a bad

known to your partner and nothing has

corners, yet willing to give them space. They

him the few slivers of advice I had to give.

thing. It gives you space and time to figure

changed, it’s ok to leave. Yes, relationships

out who you are, what you want, and how

take work (a lot of work!) but both partners

He said that he had been in a relationship with

you deserve to be treated. Some of the most

have to be willing to put in the effort or it’s

a woman for almost seven years and she was

enlightening times of my life have been when I

pretty pointless. I get it. It’s easy to stay where

I’ve had my share, of course. Any self-

extremely unkind to him. I asked him why he

was single; when I was focused on myself and

you are sometimes, easier than leaving,

proclaimed, weirdo, relationship guru would

stayed, and he told me because he couldn’t

figuring out exactly what I wanted and needed

than being lonely, than starting over. But oh

have to have at least a few experiences to

leave, he had no idea how to live his life as a

in a relationship and if I wanted (or needed) a

goodness, after a while of being unhappy …

pull from, right? Some of my relationships

single person. It’s sad to think that so many

relationship at all. I discovered that no, I didn’t

starting over can feel so very good.

are confusing and unpredictable. Sometimes,
completely impossible.
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WRIGHT FUNNY WITH MATT WRIGHT

Eulogy for a Lost Coat

Broaden Your Beer
Horizon, with Mike
Buhler’s Beer Club

As of last month the club had more than
2,400 members across the province, from St.
John’s to Labrador City. Members can sign
up for free to receive regular updates on the
beer he makes available, and you can pick
up your order at a liquor store near you. The

My coat was a great coat. It was a black peacoat. If you’re a man who
lives in a cold climate and you’re not on a snowmobile right now …
picture your coat. It looks like that.

BY TERRI COLES

held one in February, at Quidi Vidi Brewery,

Looking
to branch

It satisfies the main criteria of being reasonably stylish and incredibly easy to
mistake for someone else’s. But I loved my coat. It’s gone, and now I miss it.
It was a great fit, kept me warm, and had my car keys in the pocket.
Last night, my coat was stolen from a club. I think if you made a chart of reasons
people in their twenties buy coats it’d be 20% to keep warm, 10% to look good,
and 70% to lose it in a bar. I had no intentions of going to a club. I can’t remember
how I was convinced. I would assume it was something like this:

club also hosts regular tasting events. They

out beyond
the Blues

where attendees sampled and learned about
Houblon Chouffe and three beers from
Weihenstephaner, the world’s oldest
continual brewery, along with Quidi Vidi’s
house selection.

and Buds
you’re used
to? Local
beer aficionado Mike Buhler’s

As Canada’s only cicerone based east
of Montreal, Buhler works with local
establishments like Raymond’s and the NLC
to broaden the beer selection of our province.

“Hey, let’s go catch up somewhere.”
“Okay. Do you like yelling your conversations three inches into someone’s ear?”
“Yeah!”
“How do you feel about pretending you understand what someone is saying?”
“Love it!”
“What do you like to do after you go to the bathroom?”
“I like to take twenty minutes to wander around looking for my friends.”
“Martini Bar it is!”

beer-order club has both a

But clubs are fun. Right? 50 Cent told me so. On his birthday, I might add.
Every time I’m in a club I feel like I’m in a crappy maze. I go to get a beer and
suddenly I’ve lost my friends like they’re socks in the dryer. I’m about to send
a few “where are you” texts and I realize my coat has been stolen.

wherever I was.” But his serious interest

Discussions about a beer’s aroma or

in beer was sparked about three years ago

labels can be intimidating to newbies, but

during a trip to NYC, thanks to an evening

Buhler encourages the curious to pick out

drinking with a few beer professionals. From

a couple of unfamiliar single-serve cans at

there he began researching and trying as

the liquor store, sign up for the Beer Thief

many different beers as he could, and started

forums or the beer club, and come out to

his training to be a certified cicerone, the beer

an event. “A lot of what we try to do is share

equivalent of a wine sommelier.

the knowledge,” he says — and while he’s

I put it on the back of a chair. It should have been in coat check, socializing with
other coats his age. Coat checks are so weird, though. “Hi, welcome to my bar.
Oh, you’d like the tour? Sure. Here’s the dance floor, the bathrooms are to your
left, and here’s a little cupboard where a girl hangs out with people’s jackets.”
Who are you, Harry Potter’s uncle?
So my coat was stolen. Well, realistically, some drunk saw it on a chair and was
like “HEY MY COAT IS BLACK TOO” and took it accidentally. Or maybe someone
was just like “argh, too much Pitbull,” took the closest coat they could, and sped
off into the night. Best case scenario some bro in a Tapout shirt put it across the
shoulders of a girlskeet and whisked her warmly into the night.

solution, and, a rapidly growing

his Beer Thief forum on beerthief.ca. Members

membership.

talk about their favourite beers, suggest new

Buhler first started seeking out unusual beers

says the forum and its regular posters are

in the ‘90s. “I’ve been a wanderer my whole

“driving the beer revolution” in our province.

So now my coat is probably sitting on his kitchen
chair, smelling like axe body spray and cigarettes
and wondering where his rightful owner is. I’m here,
coat. And I’m cold. I’d come rescue you,
but you’ve got my keys.
Matt Wright is a stand up comedian.
Aspiring filmmaker. Future diabetic.

ones to try, and discuss home brewing. Buhler

life,” he explained. “I’d try whatever was local

definitely knowledgeable about beer, he’s
“I’ve been obsessively, madly trying

also a Newfoundlander, and that means the

everything I can since then,” Buhler said, “to

club affairs are low on snobbery and high on

the tune of over five hundred beers a year,

conversation. After all, as Buhler puts it,

and a lot of money.”

“Beer people are laid-back, friendly people.”

It’s no surprise he found himself frustrated by
“Here, misses. Yer dress looks like it’s made out of my grandmudders
curtains. Take this arsehole’s jacket, we cabs back to Hillview Terrace.”

Many of his fellow beer geeks congregate at

the limited beer selection in Newfoundland
and Labrador. Buhler paired with Tom
Beckett, of Beckett On Wine, and the two
came up with the idea for Newfoundland and
Labrador’s Special Order Beer Club, aka www.
beerthief.ca. After three months of rapidly
growing a membership, Buhler said the NLC
showed more interest in their venture. “You
look at what’s changed in selection at the
liquor store in the last year,” he said, “and
that’s driven by the beer club.”

Broadcasts
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Check our website
for the question of
the month & share
your thoughts!

How Do You Feel About
Hooters Taking Over Club One?
RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES
“Not a big fan of franchises and chains, but like many who
opine about the loss of local colour, I eat my Mickie Dees
and swish down my Coors Light.” – FUNKMASTER BRASH
“I think St. John’s city planning has done itself a
disservice in not zoning the old downtown corridor
appropriately, years back, to prohibit the entrance of
international food and retail chains. The uniqueness of
downtown St. John’s versus other downtowns is the
thriving, quirky ma & pa owned stores and excellent
local cuisine. Hooters doesn’t bother me, even though I
identify as a feminist (I feel sorry for the girls who get jobs
there based on their bodies; there are lots of restaurants
hiring waitresses all the time – and you get to wear
warm clothes in winter!) All of the Hooters I have seen
seem to draw families (oddly), but it doesn’t need to
be downtown. It would be better served with more
parking near the malls, where it seems its target market
already shops and dines.” – VEE
“I like to picture the male equivalent of a Hooters.
Wangers: well-endowed men going around in
speedos, earning tips based on their bulky packages.
Is Hooters any less absurd than that? No.” – SPEEDON’T
“When I go downtown for a meal it’s not to chain
restaurant. It’s to try something local and unique. Have I
been to the Keg? Sure. I just think yet another chain does
nothing for the tourist side of downtown. Hooters itself
I could care less about, it could be friggin Montana’s and
I’d still be disappointed, but hey, he’s a business man and
ultimately for him it’s about making money.” – SHELL
“If you don’t like a place, don’t go there. And, don’t rag
on people for liking something. If a woman is willingly
and happily working somewhere, is she really being
objectified?” - MEL
“Hooters? Welcome to 1987.” – GINGER
“I’m a woman, so I can say many women are going double
standard here. Last night, three female friends were going
on and on about what a disgusting objectification of
women’s bodies Hooters is. One of these women makes
her husband wax off his body hair. Another makes fun of
her recent ex for the size of his penis.” - 360
“I think it’s a blow on two levels. On one side, losing
Club One as a venue is bad for the music scene in St.
John’s. It gets rid of a venue option for local bands,
and also removes one for touring bands, lessening the
variety of touring acts that can come here. And is a
Hooters – not just a chain, but a tacky one – really what
the city wants to showcase on one of the most famous
streets in the world? Is that what we want to present

to tourists visiting St. John’s? It’s a far cry from those
picturesque tourism commercials, that’s for sure.” – Terri
“It’s just that we’re getting boxed in by chains like Jack
Asters, The Keg, Hooters. Soon we’ll just look like a
shitty little knock off of Toronto.” – DAN’88
“What’s up with their logo? The owl? I wish they
had owls in there. Like, you’re sitting there eating
your wings, and BAM! An owl swoops in and steals
one from the basket! That would keep you on
your toes in there, and make for a unique dining
experience.” – SNOWYH’OWL
“REALLY don’t want to see this happen. I am offended
by the active objectification of women promoted by
Hooters. This is a tired, tacky brand that’s out of step
with our values. I won’t be going and hope others will
similarly avoid this place.” – LZ
“If there’s a market for it, why not? I know I won’t be
going. I’d rather spend my money on a good local
restaurant. But if someone wants to go to Hooters or
the Cotton Club or Jack Astors or Boston Pizza ... that’s
their loss. We can’t stop these types of developments,
but we can vote with our wallets. The bigger shame
is the loss of another mid-sized concert venue –
especially since the Majestic closed down.” – KM
“Hooters is tacky, but there’s no law against that. It’s a
drag because 1) loss of larger-sized live music venue
and 2) It’s right across from city hall in a marquee
location. Visitors from around the world who visit City
Hall will form their impression of our city partly by
looking across the street.” – JOE BLOW
“Listen. It is human nature to like breasts. Big ones,
small ones, or just because they belong to a pretty
woman. We’re animals. Don’t forget it. We’re wired to
be physically attracted to people, so as to procreate
and continue producing new humans. It doesn’t make
a woman less powerful than a man, that men like
breast, if anything, it gives them power over us. As for
their wings, screw that, Wingin’ It is just up the street,
by’es. Deadly options.” - HADTO
“I can’t believe we have to have this conversation in
2014. It is bad enough they are setting up a franchise
smack dab in the centre of our cultural district – but
now we have to stare at the name “Hooters” in its
neon splendor sitting across from our all male city
hall? I mean come on – the name might as well be
called “TITS.” I could go on and on about how this
is potentially damaging to women, but I have the
suspicion that those who would believe this already
know this, and those who don’t couldn’t be bothered
to actually learn. In any event - I hoped we were better
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than this. P.S There is a KIDS menu.” – JANNER 77
“Was Club One, one of our biggest music venues,
actually losing money after all these years? Could
it have been made viable by better management?
There’s a lot to work against. Drinking in a bar has
gotten more and more expensive, so people stay
home later and later and go out fewer nights. Many
people like dancing to DJs better than watching live
performances. I really feel a new Hooters is doomed
to fail here, though. Mostly, I want to find out who
the business minds behind this are and slap them
senseless.” – C.H. MONSTER
“Whatever, b’y. At least all the skeets will stay
on one end of George now.” - CITYBOY
“Honestly, this is just another reason for the people of
St. John’s to get up-in-arms about change happening to
the city. They spend so much energy trying to prevent
change and evolution, that they avoid addressing the real
issues our beautiful city has been plagued with for years
and years. Boo Hoo, a Hooters is coming to St. John’s. If
we welcome the Oil Industry, and if the only ones actually
benefiting from the financial surplus, are those heavily
entrenched in this industry, are you surprised when we
see nothing but over-sized trucks and Hooters making
their way into our fair city? We [need to] look at the deeper
issues of infrastructure that are not being discussed.
Suburban sprawl, increased rents without increased
salaries, rising crime, the loss of local neighborhood
business to box store dependency, my list could go on
and on. The fact of the matter is, Club One closed because
it did not bring in the business it needed to keep itself
afloat. Hooters is setting up shop. If you are so opposed to
the place, don’t give them your patronage. Eventually it
will go down the drain, like most of the ill-fated businesses
that come and go so quickly in this fickle city. In the
meantime, stop hating for the sake of hating. Half the
women hanging out on George Street wear less clothes
and no one seems to bat an eyelash. Use the time and
energy to focus on real issues, and let business handle
itself. And try the deep-fried pickles and wings at Hooters,
they are delicious.” – FUN-BAG CITY SHAKE DOWN

Restaurant
Reviews
AFGHAN RESTAURANT

“I had curried veggies and chicken and it was tasty
and well worth the low price of under ten dollars.
If you’re looking for a place to eat that’s around the
same price as fast food, but you want quality, then
eat here. Also had mango ice cream once that I do
not recommend. It was terrible.” – NICOLE
BASHO JAPANESE FUSION

“I really, really like the food here, best sushi in town,
nice presentation, and the bar might make the
best martinis in St. John’s. But the clientele, some
of the staff, the general feel of the place, needs to
crank down their pretentiousness. it’s all a bit L.A.,
the la-de-da factor is scaring off folks.” – TYSON
BEACHY COVE CAFE

“Huge breakfasts, and among Metro’s best.
Classic NL comfort food, like fish and brewis,
mac and cheese, pea soup, toutons, etc. Deadly
pan-fried cod too. Fabulous view of Portugal
Cove and Bell Island. Large windows let everyone
share the view. If it’s a nice day, sit on the
(partially) glass-enclosed deck. Keeps the wind
off you while you enjoy the sea air.” – JAY
J KOREAN

“Book the room upstairs with a pile of friends
and you’re in for a really, really nice night of
food with friends. Because it feels like you’re in
someone’s living room, and the very kind staff
come and go serving you a delicious, wide range
of food. I’ve had most of the menu, and adore
it all. - EMILIE ANON

Broadcasts

“Hooters is sexist bull shit.” – HANNAH HORVATH
“Sure. We’re a progressive city these days. Look at us. Big
City L.I.V.I.N. Breastaurants are all the craze right now.
Cleavage is at an all time high. And the wings! Don’t forget
the wings! But, c’mon St. John’s, Hooters? There are plenty
of newer, more popular TnA restaurants willing to open
their doors in this burgeoning metropolis. The Tilted Kilt
would even kind of fit within the reach of the flailing
hands of heritage and culture. Hooters? How 1983 can
we be? I expect Loni Anderson and Burt Reynolds to be
parked outside in a red corvette wondering why Brian
Peckford is getting priority seating. It seems our titans of
downtown industry are operating from the 3rd floor of
Hoyles-Escasoni. Get it together, gang.” - JOHNNY GAWKS
“A step backward for feminism? No. More of the same?
Absolutely. Must Hooters be stopped? No. Would
almost any other business, but especially a unique,
local business, be a better use of space? You betcha.” D.T. KANDOOBETTER
“Can we do a poll on something more important
than a bar focused on wings, beer, and tits?” – JENN

“To the girl with the tattoos on her fingers
outside the Village Mall – you don’t need to
change a thing. PS: come shopping here more
often!” - FAKER ACTUAL
“Rants, you say? Here’s one. YES! Snowclearing
in the city sucks, but, what do you expect
city council to do, exactly? Go around with a
blowtorch and melt the stuff? It’s snow, all we
can do is push it around, it has to go somewhere,
like on sidewalks, in driveways. Think about it,
for God’s sake!” – OVERIT
“Shout out to Amelia Curran on those five
ECMA Nominations! I love her voice! And well,
her eyes, you could fall right onto them! And,
those lips. And, her hair. Um, just being
honest!” – BLACKBIRD ON FIRE.

Submit your Reviews
& Broadcasts at theovercast.ca
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The townie
Crossword

For

2

ACROSS
3. Mexican restaurant in Churchill Square.
3
5. Abbreviation for someone who 				
doesn’t come from here.
6. When not covered in snow, our roads
5
are covered in these.
8. The name of the small community 				
6
beside Cape Spear.
9. The story on page 10 is about
7
Kathleen Winter being a contender
for this year’s Canada Reads
8
competition. This local author,
Lisa who, won it last year.

4

Ten Facts about
Guinness in Time for
St. Patrick’s Day
ONE
As much as forty percent of Guinness’s annual
sales occur in Africa. It’s also believed to be an
aphrodisiac in Africa.
TWO
It’s a healthy beer choice, calorie-wise. A pint of
Guinness only contains about 200 calories. That’s
less than most light beers, and wine as well.
THREE
Three million pints are brewed every day
at St. James’s Gate in Dublin.
FOUR
St. James’s Gate isn’t going anywhere: there is
a 9,000 year lease on it. It was signed in 1759,
as a show of confidence in Guinness, by Arthur
Guinness, who believed quite strongly that we’d all
still be drinking the stuff in 9,000 years.
FIVE
It isn’t black. Technically it’s a dark shade of ruby red.
SIX
It is high in iron and cancer-fighting antioxidants.

St. Patrick’s
Why do people
Day
wear shamrocks on
St. Patrick’s Day?
Because regular rocks are too heavy.
Why can’t you borrow money
from a leprechaun?
They’re always a little short.
Why shouldn’t you iron your
four-Leaf clover?
You wouldn’t want to press your luck.

Practice for
Individuals & Couples

What do the Irish call fake stones?
Sham rocks.
Why did St. Patrick drive all
the snakes out of Ireland?
Because he couldn’t afford plane
fare for them.

DOWN
1. Last name of local artists 					
Christopher, Mary, and Ned.
2. Last name of a local dessert,
local musician, and
former deputy
9
mayor.
4. This shop used
to occupy the space now occupied by Rocket Bakery.
7. This Quidi Vidi beer comes in a blue bottle.
8. Local female musician, not Joanna Meower, but Joanna this.

AND NOW YOU KNOW

Announcing the
opening of

bad jokes

1

What’s the difference between
an Irish wedding and funeral?
One less drunk at the party.
What’s Irish and stays out all night long?
Paddy O’furniture!

Three million pints
are brewed every
day at St. James’s
Gate in Dublin.

SEVEN
The Guinness
Book of World
Records started
out as a marketing
gag from Guinness, to help
settle bar disputes. The idea was, anyone about
to come to blows over an argument in a pub could
refer to the Guinness Book to see who was right
and wrong about something. The book idea took off,
and is now an authoritative source for a multitude
of facts and world records.
EIGHT
A study by the University of Wisconsin revealed
that Guinness can reduce the risk of heart attacks
and blood clots.

worse puns
Yeah, I know sign language.
It’s pretty handy.
Why did the policeman call
for backup at the daycare?
A child was resisting a rest.
I may be ugly, but when I get naked in the
bathroom the shower gets turned on.
At least some Olympians get over
their fear of hurdles.
I held the door open for a clown today.
I thought it was a nice jester.

How come no one in the Red Hot Chili
Peppers will go fishing with Flea?
He keeps dropping the bass.

TEN

Which award did the man who invented
the doorknocker hope to win?
The no-bell prize.

“Guinness is Good for
You” came from market
research that discovered
customers like Guinness
simply because it made
them “feel good.”

Dr. Janet Fitzpatrick, RSW will work
with you to discover new ways of
resolving your concerns.
Providing confidential counseling for:
•
•
•
•
•

Stress
Anxiety
Depression
Relationships
Grief

•
•
•
•
•

Bereavement
Sexuality
Addictions
Trauma
Life Transitions

A steak pun tends to be a rare
medium well done.

NINE
Don’t roll your eyes at a bartender pouring you
a pint: there’s actually a proper way to pour a
Guinness, one that takes precisely 119 seconds.

Their famous slogan,

• Understand yourself in new ways
• Recognize what you need to
change in your situation
• Grieve losses
• Resolve relational issues

When the young actress saw her first
few strands of gray hair, she thought she
might dye.
My first job was working in an orange juice
factory, I got canned because I couldn’t
concentrate.
Once, when I was a kid, I stayed up all
night to see where the sun went.
Then it dawned on me.

709 330 3679
janet@compcounsel.com
Join me in your journey to
health and wellbeing.

Chelsea Building
10 Forbes St., St. John’s, NL
www.compcounsel. com

ACROSS: 3. Quintanas 5. CFA 6. Potholes 8. Blackhead 9. Moore DOWN: 1. Pratt 2. Duff 4. Auntie Crae’s 7. Iceberg 8. Barker
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to

remember

Our past is our pride. Our history is our heart and soul. The Rooms is our
place to mark the events that matter to Newfoundland and Labrador.
This March, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the
1914 Newfoundland Sealing Disaster, we commemorate this event
with a special exhibition and programs.
Opening March 26

DEATH AT THE FRONT
THE SEALING DISASTERS OF 1914
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the
two terrible calamities in the history of the
sealing industry in Newfoundland and Labrador.
One tremendous spring blizzard off the island
claimed 251 lives between the sinking of the
S.S. Southern Cross and the harrowing ordeal
faced by sealers of the S.S. Newfoundland left
stranded on the sea ice for two days.
The exhibition features artifacts and imagery
connected to these tragedies.

Wednesday. March 26, 7 pm

IN THE SPIRIT OF THE FRONT
A Panel Discussion with Jenny Higgins,
Larry Dohey and Morgan MacDonald
The seal hunt is a story of superlatives.
It’s about men who pushed themselves to the
limits of human strength and endurance in one
of the most unforgiving places on the planet –
the North Atlantic ice fields. Join our panelists
for a look back into the working life of a sealer
in the early 1900s; hear stories of bravery and
resilience and of The Newfoundland Sealing
Disaster that continues to resonate with us
a century later.
TICKETS REQUIRED.
Tickets are $5 and free for Rooms Members.

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

The Rooms Provincial Archives Division, A 1-148, “Difficult ice to
work in”: sealers with gaffs and equipment in ice fields / Robert
Palfrey Holloway [Spring, 1912], Holloway family fonds

Sunday, March 30, 1:30 pm
Ongoing screenings 2 – 4pm
FILM: 54 HOURS (13 min)
54 Hours, commemorates the 100th
anniversary of a historic catastrophe: the 1914
Newfoundland Sealing Disaster. This moving
and extraordinary story of greed and heroism
acknowledges the enduring necessity of making
a living and pays tribute to those who engage in
high-risk work. 54 Hours is written by Michael
Crummey and co-directed by Bruce Alcock
and Paton Francis.
World Premiere, featuring a Q&A with some of
the film’s key creators and a discussion on the
making of the film.

find us on

facebook

follow us on

twitter

